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"With Malice toward None,1 with Charity for AH, and with Firmness in the Right."

COOTfTYTlJFVirEXlCOrURT

ROY, MORA

VOLUME XVIII.

TOWN BOARD HOLDS
PROSPECTS FOR LARGE
REGULAR MEETING
WHEAT CROP NEVER
LOOKED BETTER
The City Council met in reguThe prospects for a large lar sesión last Monday a.'.(! tranwheat crop for the mesa never sacted the usual routhi of busiThe different
looked brighter for this time of ness.
the year than it does right now. woiv read and accepted.
T.l r matter of cleaning ir the
The warm weather of the past
few weeks has started thewheat town was taken up and it was
to growing with a vigor that has decided to purchase a (Jity dump
put a growth to it until there grounds in the canons west of
is very little danger of much town, and have street Commiswheat being blown out with the sioner Grunig clean up , all
streets and alleys. It was also
March and April winds.
The acreage is larger this decided to build an engine house
year than ever before, and the and truck storage room in conlarge fields are being pastured nection with the derrick. Same
very heavily to keep down the will be made of Rock and
Night Marshall Gib
s growth, and the cattle and horses of the mesa are getting fat son was put on the City pay roll
and .will enter the spring and and givn the full charge of the
summer in the best condition town during the ' nights, He
that we have seen since we came will be paid by the business men
of the town and the Village
to the mesa.
The loss in livestock over the Board will also allow him 10
whole mesa has been, practical- percent on his salary He will
ly nothing the past winter and be required to punch the time
we can see a bright future ahead clock each hour or near therefor the stockman as well as the abouts at each business house
farmer and altho prices will be paying $5.00 per month for the
The night marshall
much lower than last year yet service.
" the upkeep has been much smal- will report each morning to the
Village Clerk, Mr. Schultz who
ler than previous years.
will check the clock. If there
Harry I.ammon one of
prosrerous farmers was a are any business houses who
business
in Roy Thurs- are not receiving night service
day and the
acknowledges a can have same by applying to
plensant call fro :;' Mr. Lammon. the Village Clerk or to Mr. GibA letter from Bro. Ogden of son dirct.
The American Xegion Boys
Mora ccoiib s a l:itlt for our
typographical errors with our had a Committee present asking
new Intertype and some of our what support they would receive
other mistakes, but we'll learn from the Village should they definally. It takes time to put cide to erect their home in Roy
out the news that we are giving and the Board notified them
the public and we have very few they would have the solid backminutes to correct errors. Bro. ing in everyway possible of- the
Ogden must remmber we get village officers.
The new well machinery has
our final news Friday morning
and the paper is printed right been shipped and will soon be
and a thorough test
afternoon, so it makes us wiggle in operation
'
to get by and within a few made of the well. The next
weeks we will start the Mos- meeting will be held on the first
quero paper and then it will be Monday evening in April.
"Move faster than ever"."
Mr.Phillip Sanchez of Mora and
Mrs, R.P.Shaya is reported on president of
Abstract
the sick list at thePlumle hospi- Co. was a'pleaáant caller at the
tal ;her mother Mrs. Foley of S.A. Offic Thursday. Mr. SanchSantaRosa was called to Roy ez wasjn Roy on matters perta-in- g
Thursday to be at her bedside.
to the Abstract business;
',
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SOME FEW

MANUEL ARANDA
PASSES AWAY
Mr. Manuel Aranda, who has
long been sick with tuberculosis
succumbed to the deadly disease

Tuesday morning at 10 A.M.
was one of the
"boys" that leaving his wife at
home went to the training camp,
suffered like a great many
others with an attack of "Flu"
from which tuberculosis resulted, was sent overseas and returned home to his family
a physical wreck.
Unable to
work and with no means at hand
he was taken in charge by the
Red Cross until an allowance
could be secured for him, and
later, on an allowance of ninety
dollars per month lived a long
until the present when he quietly passed to the Great" Beyond.
He leaves a young infant and
his young wife to survive him
besides his father and a number
of brothers and sisters.
The
soldier boys took charge of the
funeral, a large crowd, attended
the last sad rites of interment
at the little Catholic Cemetery
South of town and as the last
shot was fired over the grave,
the bugle had sounded "taps"
and the crowd quietly dispersed
a realization that another one
of the "boys" who had literaly
given his life in the Great Cause
had gone to his last long rest
made the attending, crowd sad
and sober indeed.
on

Mr. Aranda

Mrs. Albert Branch is visiting
relatives and friends in and near
Santa Rosa this week.
Yes its a girl ; these were the
first words we heard after go-

ing to work Tuesday morning
and after investigating who was
making the remarks we found
out it was Raymond Pendleton
of the Service Garage. Further
investigating and questioning
brought us the news that his
wife had presented him with a
pound girl early Tuesday
7t
reports
morning. Dr. Self
mother, father and baby doing
well,' and all are glad she was't
"
:
a boy.
.
,

.

STORE NEWS

TIVE

SPECIALS.

TAKE ADVANTAGE

"TíÜMbEE 9

DEPARTMENT

OF
THE INTERIOR

ROY POST, AMERICAN

United States Land Office.
Santa.Fe.-NiM.-

-

March 10th, 1921.
NOTICE is hereby given
that at 9 o'clock a. m. on April
20, 1921, the register and reci-vof the United States Land
Office at Santa Fe, N. M. will
officially file in their, office
plats of survey as enumerated
below.
Under the provisions of Public
Resolution No. 29, approved Fe-

er

,

.

bruary 14, 1920, officers, soldiers, sailors or marines, as
enumerated in Circular 678,
have a preferred right of sixty
days to enter such lands as are
vacant and subject to entry, un
der the homestead or desert
.

land laws. Applications by persons so qualified may be filed
here within a period of 20 days
prior to April 20, 1921, and all
so received will be treated as
filed simultaneously with those
received . at 9 o'clock a. m. on
April 20, 1921. For a' period of
63 days thereafter
the lands
shall be subject to application or
entry only by persons qualified
under said resolution.'
On June 22, 1921, at 9 o'clock
a. m. the lands ill become subject to entry by any and all
qualified persons not entitled to
the preference right above set
forth (and including also such
persons but without preference
right). On and after the date
last stated the lands become
subject to settlement, and entry
under any appropriate law ap
plicable to such lands. Applications under this general opening
as- set forth in tnis paragraph
may be filed within a period of
20 days prior to June 22, 1921,
and all so received will be treated as filed simultaneous with
those received at 9 o'clock a.m.
on June 22, 1921.
Applications
are receivable
only subject to all prior valid
-

existing settlement rights, or
preference rights acquired and
maintained under', appropriate
v' '. .
22',
VTwp. 17, N., R.
E.' Approved May 26, 1920; Independent
survey plat of Sees. 1, 12, 13, 24
25, 36. Not all vacant land.
Twp. 17. N.f R. 2, W. N. M.
Approved Dec. 4, 1918. Fractional : Parts of Sections 1 to 12
and 14 to 23.
Twp. 32, N.. R. b, W. Appro

laws.

The members of the Roy Post
American Legion are making
plans to build themselves a
home in Roy during the present
year. The home as outlined and
planned at present will be a two

story brick or concrete and
f.
The building will probably be about 50 by 100 feet with
a full basement which will be
used for a gymnasium and reading room and will contain the
heating and light plant . The
first floor will contain two office rooms and the balance will
be arranged' for a theatre and
moving picture show. The upper story will probably be arranged into a modern Lodge
Hall and will have a dining
room and kitchen a3 well as the
usual paraphanalia rooms, pro
viding suitable arrangements
can be made with the local lodges for a lease on the hall.
otherwise the upper story will
be made into oiiice rooms and
sleeping rooms..
The plan as outlined is to in
corporate and issue stock which
will be sold to members of the
Legion only ; in this manner it is
hoped to raise the greater portion of the sum and the balance
will be raised by floating I loan
with some Building and Loan
fire-pro-

Association.

THEM.

BATTERY STATION

There are several other small
pieces in the discription which
n
can be seen at the
Office. Soldiers and Sailors and others interested can
the complete list if they
by calling at this office.

$265 per' box.

rt

Alaska Salmon six cans 90c.

W

Mince Meat

BASE BALL MEETING

six packages for $1: 00
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o

O
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Mrs. B. Z. Herndon of Gould
Roy
arrived in
Oklahoma
Wednesday to be at the bedside
of her daughter Mrs. Harry
Chambers who is dangerously
ili fat the Plumlee Hospital. As i
we go to press we learn that she
is improving and on the road
to recovery.
.';
,

;

SERVICE GARAGE

.

Bring the trastor

Easy Terms

work

in

early.
Have your magneto recharg-

De Laval Separators
ed
Milkers
Be a Dairy

now.

cranking

Fanner

lot

Save

a

Quick

Deper

r

Service.

Have a steady income.

. .

"On Service Corner in
the Town of Roy".

CO
CO

up and take notice.

MAGNETO SPECIALISTS

bpanish-Ame-rica-

Wine Sap Apples

that makes the most skeptic sit

J. E. BUSEY COMPANY

J. N. Vigil,

.

a second class county. Mosquero
the new County Seat is putting
on airs and will begin several
new buildings in the immediate
future. The plot for the County
buildings will be located by the
County Commissioners
at an
early date. In the meantime
Roy is making all préparations
for her new $60,000 County
High School building and is entering on a building program

f

Silos, on terms

If you are interested in Roy

having an up to date winning
base ball team for 1921, thert be

,

present at the meeting next

Monday evening, at 7.C0 P. M
which will be held at the
Office. Officers
will be elected and all arrangements made for a successful
1921 season.. Come next Monday evening March 14th.
Spanish-Ame-

rican
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Solid Pack Tomatoes .six cans for 75c.
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Kraut

six cans for 60c.
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Brite Cleaner four packages 25c.

-

Best Peaches halves in pure syrup 35c a
'
can.
THE MI?5A
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youget. the most for what you sell;

and pay tho
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Mrs. R. E. Alldredge who has
been visiting Springer relatives
the past few weeks returned
home Saturday.
y
Gallon Cans Sour

what you buy.

The New County Seat Celebration which was to be pulled
off at Mosquero nextWednesday
has been postponed until June
when they will give a two day
ce'ebiution and everyone iothe
New County will be invited.
Mosquero expects to make this
a "Red letter Day" and have
already begun making plans for
the celebration. The uncertainty of the weather was the reason of the change of dates and
then" too the celebration can be
given on the day the New County Officers are installed and
everyone can be present and get
acquainted with those who will
handle the County affairs for
the next 18 months. The days
will be devoted to speaking, races and all forms of amusements

watch the

for

S-- A.

.

.

fullparticu-ar- s.

vZL..ít2.

'65c

Kraut.

Gallon Cans White Lily Brand..

,

.........

'

Gallon Cans Apples No. 2 Grade

1.10

85c

. .

55c

Velva Country. Sorgum 5 lb Cans

Pearl White Soap, per bar . t
ANOTHER CAR OF
ARRIVED

-

one-thir-

also

Receiver.

COUNTY NEWS

There is very little to say regarding the New County this
week. We understand that practically all the County Officers
have been agreed upon, and theCounty divided into three Com
missioner Districts; one to be
composed of what was taken
from Mora County, the second
from all that part of Union
taken in the County north of
Township 19 and the other dis
trict that part of Union County
south of Township 19.
This
will give the first district pro
bably two thirds 01 the popula
tion but less than
d
of
the territory. Just who the new
County officers will be, is causing considerable speculation
but no doubt several surprises
will b sprung when the final
list is named. An amendment,
to the bill has been introduced
and will be passed by the legislature before adjournment and
pertains to the matter of bonding indebtedness. We understand the Bell ranch people
want in the new couoty and no
doi;bi will becou-.a pait of it
when the next legislature meets.
That will add to our new county another $2,000.000 taxable
property, and will make us

;

Register.

Greely Potatoes $2.35 per hundred.

The building con

templated will cost probably
$25,000 or more and the furnishing and picture show and the,
theatre equipment will add seve
ral more thousand dollars to
the cost, but when the American
Legion Boys start to do anything they make a go of it just
as they did when they cleaned
up th Kaiser and his" gang.
It is up to the business men
and the Commercial Club to get
behind the movement and help
the boys; in every way possible
and before the winter comes
again we will have an American
Legion Building' thatvill beohe
of Roy's greatest prides.
Go to it boys we are all with
you till the finish.

ved February 26, 1919. Fractio
nal plat involving sections 7 tol2
inclusive along and
the Colorado boundary line.
Francisco Delgardo,

OF

HARDING

LEGION TO
BUILD .HOME.

POTATOES

. . .

AND

,5c

.

CABBAGE

JUST

Fresh Vegetables every day
At prices to fit your purse.
(Watch this space every week)

ROY TRADING COMPANY,
--

"A Profitable Place to Trade'

.

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

"Hell do It all right. If he sees
somethln' worth while. But Harris 's
no spring chicken, an' you'll have t'
show him somethln' t' his likln' before
he loosens up."
"I don't care whether he loosens up
or not," said Gardiner. "AU I care la
that he brings the money, and brings

Sure
belief
6

Bell-an-s

water

Hot

Sure Relief

;E
'

LL-AN-

FOR

AN

S

i

DIGESTION

sj
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Cw$.M Eighfa KeseiVed Stffj

SLOW
DEATH

CHAPTER

IX

Continued.

"Tou don't learn anything, Riles,
do you? You don't know anything
nfore about making money than you
did 20 years ago."
Aches, pains, nervousness, diff"Well, maybe I don't, and maybe 1
iculty in urinating, often mean do, but I can pay my way, an' I can go
serious disorders. The world's back t' Plainvllle when I like, too."
"Don't get hot," said Gardiner, with
standard remedy for kidney, liver,
unshaken composure. "I'm just trying
bladder and uric acid troubles
to put you wise to yourself. Don't
make any difference to me If you
; It's
spend your whole life
your life spend it any way you like.
But it's only men who don't know any
better that go on to the land nowlivbring quick rUf .and oftsa ward off adays. It's a lot easier to make a
deadly diseases. Known m ths national ing out of farmers than out of farmremedy of Holland for mora than 200 ing."
All druggists, In thrae tlx a,
years.
"Well, p'r'aps so, but .that's more In
"
Uak for tiw bum CoM MUI aa erar? km your Une. I never
and accept aa imitating
"That's Just what 1 say you never
There are 13 stripes In the flag. It learn. Now look at me. I ain't wearalways menus bad luck to those who ing my last suit, nor spending my last
dollar, either, and I haven't done what
Mtese It.
you'd call a day's work since I came
west. There's other things so much
WHY DRUGGISTS RECOMMEND easier to do."
"
"Meanln'7
SWAWOQT- "Oh, lots of things. Remittance
men, for instance. These woods are
of them. Chaps that never could
full
For many years druggists have watched
with much interest the remarkable record track straight in the old ruts, and
were sent out here where there aren't
maintained by Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Rooany ruts at all. They're not a bad
the great kidney, liter and bladder medibunch; brought up like gentlemen,
cine.
most of 'em; play the piano and talk
It is physician's prescription.
Swamp-Roo- t
(n three or four languages, and all that
is a strengthening medicine. It helps the kidneys, liver and bladkind of stuff, but they're simply dander do the work nature intended they gerous with money. So when it comes
should do.
to hand, In the public interest they
Swamp-Roo- t
has stood the test of years. have to be separated from .It."
It is sold by all druggists on its merit
"Sounds, lnterestln'," said Riles.
and it should help you. No other kidney
"TIs, too, especially when one of
medicine has so many friends.
Be sure to get Swamp-Roo- t
and start tm don't take to the treatment and
treatment at once.
lays for you with a gun. But my
However, if you wish first to test this hair's all there. That's what comes of
ejeafc preparation send ten cents to Dr.
wearing a tall hat."
Kilmer k Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a
"Tell me," said Riles, his face lit up
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
with Interest, "bow d'ye do it?"
mention this paper. Adv.
"'Twouldn't do you any good," said
Don't think that every fool Is ca- Gardiner. "You've steered too many
pable of writing a
plow handles to be very nimble with
your fingers. But there's often other
game to be picked up, if a man knows
where to look for It."
"Well, I wish I knew," Riles confessed.
"Not anythln' crooked, y'
Mulberry, Kans. "My son, at tie
someage of 10 years, waa taken with know, but something like well,
pneumonia.
We thing like you're doin'. I've worked
hard for ev'ry nickel I ever made, an'
had three doctors.
Then he took I reckon if there's easy money goln'
chicken-poand Tve right V get some of it."
measles and last
"Now you're beginning to wake up.
typhoid fever. He
Though, mind you, some of it isn't as
got through them
You've got to know
all in one winter, easy as It looks.
but it left him your business, Just like farming or
anything else. But you can generalwith such a cough
I feared he could ly land something to live on, even if it
not get well I got ain't a big stake. Take me now, for
.Dr. Pierce's Goldinstance. I ain't doing anything that
en Medical Dis
a preacher mightn't do. Happened to
covery and gara It to him; it cured fall In with a fellow who owns a ranch
htm entirely. I lived near Monroe
up the river here. Cleaned blm empty
City, Mo., when my son was sick."
one night at cards stood him up for
MRS. JANE S. CARROLL.
his last cent, and he kind o' took a
PreNo alcohol.
AU druggists.
notion to me. Well, he's the son of a
pared In both liquid and tablets.
duke or an earl, or some such thing,
and not long ago the governor goes
and dies on him, leaving him a few
c
like that and
castles and
ome wagon loads of money. So he
fcad to go home for the time being, and
ks he wanted someone to nin his
ranch, who should he think of but me.
Suppose he thought if I happened to
bet It at poker some night I wouldn't
Jose It, and that's some consideration.
He's got 1,000 acres or so of land up
fhere, with a dozen cayuses on it, and
he gives me 25 pounds a month, with
noard and lodging and open credit at
the trading company, to see that It
doesn't walk away In his absence. Besides that, I hire a man to do the
work, and charge his wages up In the
expenses.
Got a good man, too one
of those fellows who don't know any
better than work for a living. By the
way, perhaps you know him comes
Plainvllle part Travers his
from
name Is?"
"Sure," said Riles. "He worked for
Harris, until they bad a row and he
for
lit out. It kind o' balled Harris up,
too, although he'd never admit it. If
he'd Travers there It'd be easier for
him t get away now."
'
"Where's Harris going?"
"He ain't goln'; he's comln'. Coraln'
ut here In a few days after me. I'm
We Goarantee Our Hemstitching and his kind o advance guard, spyin' out

GOLD MEDAL
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The CovRincherTEiCL.
Illustration
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Irwin fyets'

"Thirty or $40,000."
"That's more like a stake. Hiram,
It's up to you and me to show him
something better and to show It to
You're
him when he's alone.
tired tonight Sleep it out, and we'll
drive over to the ranch tomorrow together. We ought to pick something
better than a homestead out of this."

thln' anythln that wasn't right?" he
said.' "I wouldn't want f get mixed up
in no scrape, y' know."
"You mean that you think more of
your skin than you do of Harris' coin.
Well, there's no accounting for tastes.
But as for doing anything wrong
you ought to know me better than
Notwithstanding the exhaustion octhat It will all be clean and above
earJourney
Riles was
casioned by his
board, and no violence if It can be
ly about. The unexpected meeting
helped,
if Harris Is unfortunate
with Gardiner, the latter's evident nobody's but
to blame for that Of course,
prosperity, and his frank contempt for
If you're afraid to take a sportsman's
men who made their living by labor,
one-haof $40,000, call the
had left a deep Impression upon Riles. chance for
deal off. I've got lots of other fish to
He had no Idea by what means Gardifry."
ner proposed that they should possess
"You don't understand," said Riles.
themselves of Harris' money, and he
"I ain't a'scared, but I don't want t'
felt some doubt about any such at- do nothln
that'll get us into trouble.
tempt being rewarded with success.
Harris Is an old neighbor o' mine,
to
Nevertheless,
Gardiner seemed
"
an'
think the matter a simple one enough,
You
perfectly.
"I
understand
and Gardiner's good clothes and good
mind a piece of Harris' money
wouldn't
ability
to
of
his
cigars were evidence
served on a platter and wrapped In
carry his plans Into effect.
paper, but you want somebody
Riles breakfasted as soon as the tissue
to take the chances. Now, there
dining room was opened, eating his else
won't be any chances to speak of, bat
meal hurriedly, as he always did, alpotatoes, to what there are you take your share.
beit the French-frieIf that's a bargain it's a bargain, and
which he was unaccustomed, could be
if it Isn't we'll talk about the weather.
considonly
with
poised on his knife
d'you say?"
erable effort. Then he sat down in an What
"It's a bargalu," said Riles, "providarm chair on the shady side of the hoed your plan'U work out"
tel to wait for Gardiner. He had sud"It's got to work out. It's like going
denly lost his Interest In the free
up In a balloon If It doc't work out
lands which bad been the purpose of
You got
It's all off with the em-his Journey.
,
chance, V
and
then
to
take
the
noon
when
Gardiner
It was almost
good on the chuii
appeared on the scene. "You don't make
Riles chewed vigorously at his tohurt you'self in the moruln's," was
"Explain how you're goln' to
bacco.
greeting.
Riles'
off,"
he said, "an then I'll tell
pull
It
cheeri"Don't need to," he answered
ly. "Besides, I'd a long session after I you yes or no."
"Not on your Ufe," said Gardiner.
left you last night. No, no particulars
"I
don't show ray hand until I know
you
you
spoiled
present.
told
I
had
at
sitting across."
who's
your hands for that kind of work.
a
There was silence for one-haHow d'ye like this air? Isn't that
mile, while Riles turned the matter
something worth breathing?"
was naturally a
"Good enough," said Riles, "but I over In his mind. He
r,
coward, but he was equally a
didn't come out here for air."
and It was one Instinct
"No, you came for land. I'm surprised you're not out bouncing over against the other. Avarice won It and
at length he extended his hand to Gardiner. "I'm in on anythln' you're in

eeeeeeeee

lf

d

.

.

lf

money-grabbe-

on," he said.
"That sounds like it," said Gardiner,
with enthusiasm. "Now the whole
thing's simple as A B C, and not half
as dangerous as running a traction enIt all
gine or breaking a broncho.
rests on getting blm out here with the
money, and that's where you come in.
I don't mind telling you If It wasn't
for the help you can give there I'd
handle the Job myself, and save dividing the proceeds."
"Yes, that's the point, all right," said
"How're
Riles, somewhat dubiously.
we goln' to' get him out here with all
that money?"
"Think, Riles," said Gardiner, puffing complacently at a fresh cigar.

Woman Testifies

x

i

"Think hard."

bric-a-bra-

GENUINE

BULL
DURHAM

tobacco makes 50
good cigarettes

lüc

Pfcoiing Attachment to Work
perfectly on any sewing machine; easily
no extra power to run It; many nice
hinge can be made In the home with thie
handy device. Attachment with full Instruct-ttoo- e
aad sample of work; price 12.60.
GEM NOVELTY CO.
.
Corpus Christl. Texas
Boa 1MI

Cuticura Soap
Clears the Skin

and Keeps it Clear
Seep 25c, OfctaMBt 2S aad SOt, Talcasj 25el

12G HAiraOHI JACTS

I here a bargain for roe, some quick,
W. L. DfCLOWl JACK FAKJK
Ceda Sápida, low

FRECKLES

Dr.
at momo kr
foernviiT
ar by
rraviUOIntpMav-TM- tf
drutftottm't
Md.Ji, frTbMt. Or. dVM. fcnT

Mre

KENTICKT NATl'BAL
amnklnc er rhrwlnr, 10 Iba. II. IS

LKAF

TOBAOOO

CHKHTBR MORRIS. Asent.
VVTÜÜ U

Iba.

Lynnrllie.

DENVER, NO.

21.

i.

y.y.

the land."
"You don't sayt Well, see and make
him come through with the expenses.
If I was traveling for Jack Harris 1
wouldn't be sleeping in a hen coop like
this. He's worth yards of money, ain't
he?"
"Oh, some. I guess, but perhaps not
so much more'n his neighbors."
"Nothing personal, Riles. You've
got to get over that narrowness If
you're going to get Into the bigger
game I've been telling you. about. I
don't care how much you're worth-h- ow
much Is Harris bringing with
him?"
"Couple of hundred dollars, likely."
"I wouldn't show my hand for that
How much can he raise?"
"Well, supposln he sold the old

"
"Now don't do any reckless supposing. Will be sell the, farm?"
"Sure, be'll sell It If he sees something better."
"How noca can be get for it?"

farm

It In bills. No checks, mind you. Get
him out here with the cash on him,
and I'll do the loosening up, If it
comes to that"
Riles was somewhat alarmed at the
sinister turn of the conversation. He
had no compunction about getting the
better of his old neighbor, the man
who had entrusted him with the discharge of their Joint mission, but he
had considerable respect for the force,
if not the principle, of the law.
"You don't mean that you'd do any-

"I Won't Hold You t Anything You
Said Last Nljht, Riles."

the prairie in a buckboard long before
this."
Riles shot a quick glance at Gardiner. But he was puffing a cigar and
drinking In the warm sunshine with
obvious satisfaction.
"So I might o' been, but I thought
we kind o' made a date last night
didn't we?"
"Did we? Oh, yes ; now I remember.
But I thought perhaps you'd feel different about it In the morning. A
man generally does. I won't hold you
to anything you said last night, Riles."
Riles could not recall that he had
Bald anything that committed him In
any way, but Gardiner's tone implied
that plainly enough.
"I ain't changed my mind," he said,
"but I don't know 's I said anything
blndln', did I? I thought we was goln'
drive out your place t'day an'

f

f

talk things over."
"Well. I Just diSu't want you to lose
any time over me If you thought things
wouldn't work out," said Gardiner. "It
takes more nerve, you know, than hoeing potatoes. But you're welcome to
the hospitality of the ranch, In any
case. I came In on horseback, so we'll
get a team at one of the stables and
drive out."
In a short time they were on their
way. The road skirted the river,
threading Its way through the narrow
belt of cotton woods and evergreens
that found footing In the moist soil of

Riles wrinkled his forehead and spat
copiously at the front hub, but the inspiration would not come. "I give It
up," he said at last "You'll have t'
plan It, an I'll carry it out"
"That's what comes of hard work,
Hiram; you lose all your Imagination.
Right now you haven't any more ImNow, I
agination than a cabbage.
could suggest a dozen schemes to suit
the purpose If I had to, but one will
do. Suppose this:
"These mountains up here are full
of coal more coal than can be burnt
In a million years. It's a bad road in,
but once you get there you'll see It lying In seams, 10, 15, 20 feet thick,
and stretching right through the rocks
as far as you will like to follow
That coal's going to make a bunch of
millionaires some day, but not until
yOu can get at it with something bigger than a cayuse. But railroads come
fast In this country, and there's no
saying how soon a man might cash In
if he invested Just now."
"You ain't goln'
wait till a railroad comes, are you? We'll like
enough be dead by that time."
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

ETTE TELLS
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OF SPLENDID RESULTS
Prominent New Hampshire
Woman Says Tanlac
Brought About a Wonderful Change I in Her
Condition.
' "Tanlac is a grand medicine, and I
think every suffering woman ought to
know about it," was the statement
made recently by Mrs. Aurore
at her residence, 133 Second
Street, Manchester, New Hampshire.
Mrs. Barrette Is a well known ánd
highly respected resident of that city.
"I have not felt at all well for the
past year or more," she continued. "I
haven't been sick enough to be in bed,
but I was far from being a well
woman.
At times I thought I had
kidney trouble, for I suffered almost
constantly from severe pains across
my back, Just over the kidneys. Whenever I tried to do any housework at
all that dull pain would be there, and
If I attempted to stoop over It Just
felt as though my back would break.
I would get so weak and worn out
I would have to sit down and rest
several times a day, and I felt tired
all the time.
"This condition made me awfully
nervous, so that I rarely ever slept
well at night, and every now and
then I would Jump In my sleep, as if
in a fright, and my condition was
,
really becoming serious.
"Only two bottles of Tanlac have
brought about a wonderful change i
my condition.
In fact, the results'!
have received from this medicine havs
really surprised me. Those terrlbl

e,

Bar-rett-

-

A purse Is doubly empty when It U
filled with borrowed money.

"Cold la the Head'

MRS. AURORBT BARRETTE
of Manchester, New Hampshire

pains In my back which used to trouble me every day have almost disappeared, and I am going to keep on
taking Tanlac until they leave me entirely. I have lots of energy now, and
am not only able to do my housework, but I get through the day without feeling the least bit tired. I am
no longer nervous, like I was, and I
sleep well

everywhere.

BUT HE MADE

Adv.

Cruel.
Miss Muggins "I'd Just like to see
a man kiss me." Miss Pert "What
a hopeless ambition."
,

Is an acute

attack of Nasal Catarrh
Those subject to frequent "colds In th.5
head" will And that the use ot HALL'i
CATARRH MEDICINE will build up thl
bystem, cleanse the Blood and rende-- :
them less liable to colds. Repeated at'
tacks of Acute Catarrh may lead to
Chronic Catarrh.
HAUL'S
CATARRH MEDICINE Is
taken Internally and acts through the
Blood on the Mucous Surfaces of the System, thus reducing the Inflammation and
restoring: normal conditions.
All Druggists. Circulars free.
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio.

at night

"I shall always be thankful for
what Tanlac has done for me."
Tanlac Is sold by leading druggists

Important to Mothers

Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA, that famous old remedy
for Infants and children, and see that it
Bears the'
Signature of
In Use for Over 30 Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
NOT REALLY SCARCE ARTICLE

FINE SPEECH

Material Called Lamb's Fleece In Syria
Merely Went by Another Name
Fact That Candidate Didn't Say What
In England.
He Was Talking About Was
Really Small Matter.
posA certain young
sessed of more money than brains, was
"Well, Jack," asked Mrs. Monrough prevailed upon by one of the sons of
of her husband, "and what did you the prophet to purchase at a very large
think of the speech of our new candi- price a quantity of what was described
date for parliament at the next elec- as Syrian lamb's fleece,
tion?"
This, when he returned to London,
,"011, Mary, he certainly Is a great he sent to his tailor with orders to
Une an overcoat with It. A few days
speaker !" assented her husband.
"That so?" commented his wife. "Did after he called to try on the coat
"You didn't send Us quite enough
he speak for long?"
material, sir," remarked the tailor,
Jack Monrough whistled.
"Yes, my dear. He could beat even "and I had to get some more to Une
your sex at the game," he added hu- the sleeves."
morously. "He spoke for three solid
"But," remarked the traveler in surhours !"
prise, "it's impossible to obtain that
Mrs. Monrough was accustomed to fleece In England. It's only to be obher husband's jibes and she let It pass tained in Syria."
"Not at all, sir," was the reply. "In
unanswered.
"What did he talk about?" she quer- England we call It rabbit skin." Montreal Herald.
ied.
Mr. Monrough scratched his head In
Music.
perplexity.
Ignatius A pretty glr' Is like a
"Come to think of It," he answered
melody.
at last, "he didn't exactly say I"
Ignatz Teh, I saw one the other
London Answers.
i
night that looked pretty sharp, and she
knocked me flat, so I sent for a note.
Behind the Times.
Ignatius What did she say?
"Flubdub says he'd like to take the
Ignatz Oh, she told me not to play
road to yesterday." "Well, he's all
fixed for it, with his ancient flivver." around. California Pelican.
globe-trotte-

r,

it

What Better Drink
for Table Use than

f

Postum Cereal

Cow Had Novel Ride.
Pa.,
Motorists
of Wllllamsport
waiting at a railroad crossing for a
train to pass, found out the reason
why the pilot of a locomotive is
On that part of
called a cowcatcher.
cow sat
the engine a middle-agetaking In the view, If not enjoying
the ride. When the motorists signaled
the engineer the train stopped and
the cow was assisted from her perch,
none the worse for her experlence..
Where and how she was picked up,
the train men did not know.

When well boiled-twen-ty

minutes or mor- e- it has
a rich color and a particularly delightful flavor.
fn these respects, Postum
Cereal is the eojial of
íine coffee ; and much

d

better for health.

Peruvian Railways.
The railways of central Peru spread
end of
out In a Y, at the right-han- d
On

which Is Huancayo,

something

7Keres a Reason

more

than 200 miles from Lima. At every
railroad station, old women crowd
through the cars selling the favorite
nectar of the Incas, all purchasers
drinking from the same cup, and generally several from the same filling.
Nearly every traveler has his own supply of a more potent native beverage.

the valley.
"It's all right Riles," Gardiner was
saying. "If you're prepared to stay
with the deal we can pull It through
no doubt about that That Is, if
Early Mesmerism.
Harris will sell his farm and come out'
Braldism Is an old name for hypnohere with the cash In bis Jeans. If he
won't do that you better get busy on tism, derived from James Braid, who
your homestead proposition
right Invented this pedes of mesmerism Id
1843.
way."

SOLD BY GROCERS

EVERYWHERE'

OcereaT Q

Wade "by'

Postum Cereal Cdhpanyjrjc.
Battle Crtek, Mich.
.
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LIBERTY.
Mrs. Robert Holmes and little
slaughter have returned from
a weeks visit with friends and
relatives at. Roy' and Mills.
Henry Mitchell is hauling
rock preparatory to the erection of his modern home which
he plans to build this spring.
L. A. Canon and family visited their daughter at Dawson
the first' of last week, making
the trip in their new Ford Car.
B. R. Stewart and family were
the Sunday guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Mitchell.
Mrs. Geo. Lucas, is tlw proud
O'vrier'of a hatch of young chickens hatched Feb. 28th,
James Christman has returned from Texas where he has
"been located the past few mon-'thand has resumed his work
with his large well drill.
Mrs. Christman and the children, who have been visiting
friends in North Dakota the
past three months, are expected
home soon. ,
Mr. C. W. B. Leatherman
moved a house to Roy last Sunday from our valley; this. house
was formerly owned and inhabited by Mrs. L. B. Woods, during
the homestead days. Mrs. Dl
Ella Romine of. Cherry vale is
having it moved to Roy as a resident property.
Several families from here
were shopping in Roy last Sa
s,

turday.

'

:

Charlie Salamon was seriously injured in á runaway accident
last Tuesday but at present is
reported doing nicely. He was
taken to the Dr. Self Sanitorium

$30,000
MUNICIPAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
OF THE VILLAGE OF ROY
6 Per Cent School Bond.

320-acr-

one-ha-

:

one-four-

.

est and best :bidder for cash, $50,000
school bonds of the municipal school

semi-annuall- y,

CASH

.

SE;

The best place in town to purchase
.

.

The City Meat Market

Grocer ies!

1921

.

C. ERNEST ANDERSON,
.

..

.

.Clerk.

THE KIND YOU WANT

y

We receive fresh groceries daily, hence you make no
mistake when you buv them of the

T. A. TURNER
GASH Grocery.
IF IT'S IN THE GROCERY I EN EWE HAVE
IT. MAKE OUR STORE YOUR HEADQUARTERS WHEN IN MILLS.

T. A. TURNER. Prop.

Auto Livery

What do you
I think of those J

Mills.

.

PAZ VALVERDE

H: Mitchell, of Roy, Mora County,
New Mexico, who, on October 26th,
1916 made Addl. Homestead Application, No. 023321, for SEV
EM SWV Section 13, Township 21
N., Range 27 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make

Register.

NW,

NOTICE FOR

PUBLICATION-ISOLA-

TED

TRACT

PUBLIC LAND SALE
FinaKThree Year Proof, to establish
Department of the Interior
claim-tthe land above described, be- U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
fore F. H. Foster, U.. S. CommissionJan. 26, 1921.
er, on April 13, 1921.
NOTICE is hereby given that, as
' Claimant names as witnesses:
Hugh Mitchell, D. P. Moore, Ben directed by the Commissioner of the
Stewart, George Jackson, all of Roy, General Land office, under proviNew Mexico.
sions of Sec. 2455, R. S., pursuant
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register. to the application of Oscar Kidd, Ser
ial No. 038668, we Will offer at public sale, to the highest bidder, but at
not less than. $1.50 per acre, at 10
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
o'clock A. M.,' on the 25th day of
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M., March, next, at this office, the f ol- -.
February 17, 1921. lowing tract of land: NEVA SWU;
NO.TICE,is hereby given that .Tony
J. Heimann, of Albert, Mora Co., New SEÍ4 NWtt; SWtt NEVi Sec. 23,
Mexico, who on January 19th, 1920 T. 18 N;Rnnge 24 E., N. M. P. M.
made Addl. Homestead Application, Th3 tract is ordered into the market
No. 026424, for SE'A Sec. 2Q, NWW, on a showing that the greater portion
SW'1 Section 21, Township 19 N.,
Range 31 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has thereof is mountainous or too rough
filed notice of intention to make Fin- for cultivation.
al Three Year Proof, ' to establish
The sale will not be kept open, but
claim to the land above described, be- will be declared closed when those
fore F. H. Foster, U. S. Commission- present at the hour named have ceaser, at 'his office at Roy, New Mexico,
ed bidding. The person making the
on April 12, 1921.
highest bid will be required to immeClaimant names as witnesses:
A. J. Beller, Nic Hayoz, Frank diately pay to the Receiver the
Heimann, Sr., Frank Heimann, Jr., amount thereof.
all of Albert, New Mexico.
Any persons claiming adversely
PAZ VALVERDE,
d
land are advised
Register. the
to file their claims, or objections, on
or before the time designated for
sale.
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
Register.

'...

General Blacksmith

and
Machine Work,

,

NewMexico.

AT THE OLD STAND,
WITH THE LIBERTY
GARAGE
.

J.

Notice for Publication.
Department of .the Interior.

;

D. Wade,

Prop'r

Spring Will Soon Be Here

U. Si' Land Office at Clayton
New Mexico.
Feb. 8, 1921.
NOTICE is hereby given
that Vicente Montez, of David
Union County New Mexico, who
on April, 12th, 1918. made addl
No.
Homestead Application,
Sec.
024199, for
SE14-SW1-

4

'

.'.

day of March 1921.
Claimant nams as Witnesses ;
Jay M. Finch, P. J. Laum- NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
bach of Solano, . New Mexico,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M., Leopoldo Andrada, and Thomas
February 17, 1321.
NOTICE is hereby given that John Aragón of Roy. New Mexico.
.

above-describe-

FOR SALE;
I guárantee to get you theré and
One Duroc Jersey Brood Sow
get you back. '
Bred to registered Duroc JersTelephone
Dodds.
ey Boar, will farrow April 25th,
C. A. STRAWN
See
HEY! $700 Cash will take my
For Sale: 320 acre farm Equity in 200 acres of land in
about 10 miles east of Roy. Union County and located in the
Fair house and other impro- N.E.1-4- , the S.VV.1-- 4 and the
vements; write, V.H. Ellard S.E.1-- of Sec.l,Twp.21 N.R. 28
Pittsboro, Miss.
E.N.M.P.M. Balance of $1900
due the state in 26 years.
Enquire at the S.A.Office.
lllllllllll!ltll!lllllllllllll!IIIIIIIIIIIIII!llllllllllllllllliilllllll

SO WHY NOT MAKE PREPARATIONS

TO

Elmer E. Veeder

HAVE YOUR HOUSE PEBBLEDASHED
When having this kind of work done or any cement
work, it will pay you to have it done by an expert workman.
i

CHURCH NOTICES

ATTORNEY
AT LAW
Room 9, First Nat'l

Solano and Mosquero charge.
1
Sundav Srhnnls- - F.verv
w. j Sahi.
www- bath morning, Solano and Mosquero 10 o'clock, and Erartlpv
1 AsV the man who owns one
School house 2 p. m.
Preaching services ; Mosquero
Free booklet on request.
first and third Sundays of each
month. 11 a. m. and 7.30
Pioneer Garage
Mosquero, N. M.
5 and Bradley School House the
same bunays, 3 p. m. Solano
second and fourth Sundavs. 1 1 a.
GOODYEAR TIRES
FISK
m. and 7.30 p. m., and Liberty
FORD PARTS
School House the same Sundays,
FREE BATTERY SERVICE
3 p. m.
illlllHIIIIHHIIIHIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIÍnilii
All are cordially invited to at.
tend these services.

smart little

I

FOR

THE CITY MARKET

I.C.Dodds

BankBldg,

IT PAYS IN THE LONG RUN.

East Las Vegas,

Let E. F. HENRY,
The Contractor do it for you.

i

f

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Notice for Publication
Department of the Interior.
Department of the Interior,
S.
M.,
Quarter section
level black U. Land Office at Clayton, N.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton
February 17, 1921
loam, every foot tillable. Three
NOTICE is hereby given that New Mexico.
miles from Solano, five miles Frank Heimann, Jr., of Albert, Union
Feb. 8, 1921.
"Also 100 by Co., New Mexico, who, on September
from Mosquero.NOTICE is heheby given
150 corner in Tucumcari; near 16th, 1918, made Addl. Homestead
Hilario Lucero, of Solano
that
new high school. .Write J. E. Application, No. 023854 for W
Sec. 21, NEK: SE4 NW'i, Mora Co. New Mexico, who. on
NWtt
Fischer, 900 Indiana Pythian NEtt SW Section 20, Township 19 March 23rd, 1016. made Home
Building, Indianapolis, Indiana. N., Range 31 E., N. M, P. Meridian,
stead Application, No 021743,
has filed notice of intention to make
4tpd.
for
Sec 18, and SWYi,
Final Three Year Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, be- Section 17, Township 18N, Ra
fore F. H. Foster, U. S. Commission-ei- j nge 26E, N.M.P. Meridian, has
at his office at Roy, New Mexico, filed notice of intention to make
on April 11, 1921.
Final Thre Year, Proof, to es
Claimant names as witnesses:
A. J. Beller. Nic Hayoz. Frank tablished claim to the land aboHeimann, Sr., Tony J. Heimann, all ve described, before F.H. Foster
of Albert, New Mexico.
U. S. Comissioner, at his office
.. .... "
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register. at Roy, New Mexico, on the 21,

BARGAIN

district of the Village of Roy, of the
State of New Mexico, bearing six per
centum interest per annum, payable
said bonds being of
the denominations of $500 each, dated May 1, 1921, due September 1,
1951, redeemable at the option of the
Board of Education at any time af- all kinds of Fresh and Cured Meats at the lowest market price.
ter ten years from date, said bonds
shall not be sold for less than ninety-fiv- e
We offer you both Quality and Service. Give us a trial and be
cents on the dollar, and accrued
'
"'.
'
interest. Principal and interest shall convinced.
be payable at a banking house in New
York City or at the office of the
treasurer of said Board of Education
in Roy, New Mexico, at the option of
the holders. Bids will be received for
the whole or any part of said bonds,
and the undersigned reserves the
D. M. FINLEY,
right to reject any and all bids. The
bonds shall be sold for cash, ten per
centum to be paid at the time the Roy,
New Mexico.
bid is accepted and the balance on
the delivery of the bonds. Bids must
be unconditional. If a bidder desir
es to send a bid by mail, he must
transmit with the ibid a certified
check for ten percentum of the
amount of the bid.
The assessed valuation of said mun
icipal school district is $1.050.000.00.
and except this issue of bonds and another issue of $7,500.00 said municipal school district has no indebtedness,
either bonded or otherwise.
Dated this 21st day of February,

mother and other relatives near
She, reports Fr sale-16- 0
Roy this .week.
acres 8 miles N.E
that Robert has a nice position of Roy water hole on place, price
as conductor on a street car $15 per acre. W.J. Vance
and is making good in the City.
Tucumcari N.M.
Mrs. Kirby was formerly Miss
Alice Nowlin of this place.
Call
Frank Seidel who was called
to Oklahoma a few weeks ago
on account of the death of his
For
nephew returned home Tuesday.

J "MAXWELLS"

th

Spanish-America- n,

For Sale Several fresh com,
good milk stock. Why pav hierh
price for milk when I will sell5
you one on easy terms.. See T.!
Mrs. R. B. Kirby of Denver U. Scott, 3 miles N. E. of Roy.
is spending the week with her

I

MARCH 12th, 1921.

N

WANTED TO RENT FARM
e
I have a
farm for
rent; well improved, 190 acres
lf
broke.
mile,
School
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN: and daily mail by door; 20 miles
That the undersigned, C. Ernest An- north of Roy and 12 miles eást
derson, Clerk of the Board of EducaExtra good soil.
tion of the Village of Roy, of the of Abbott.
of crop. Apply
State of New Mexico, will on Mon- Want
day, the 28th day of March, 1921, at at the Spanish American office
the hour of four o'clock in the after- for contract or write direct to
noon of said day, at the office of the
Okla.
.
in Roy, Mora Elbert Piper, Noble.
County, New Mexico, offer for sale
and sell at public auction to the high-

for treatment.

I

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Roy,

'

New Mexico.

..

.

.

New Mexico
,'

flk

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE
SPANISH AMERICAN
The Harding County Paper.
$2.00 per year

14,

4,

SWii-NWi- t,

Ni-NW-

Section 23, Township. 17 N, Ra-

nge 30E, N.M.P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make
Final Three Year Proof, to establish claim to the land above
described, before F. II. Foster.

U. S. Commissioner, at his
fice at Roy New Mexico, on
21st, day of March 1921.

of-

the

Claimant names as Witnesses:

Alfonso Baca, of David, New
Mexico, Cresen Cia Montez of
Gallegos, New Mexico, Eusebio.
Montano, of Albert, New Mexico, Juan Montano, of David,
New Mexico.
PAZ .VALVERDE,
'

'

Register.

f

j

i

-

LOST: Between P.O. and
Beck Motor Co. or Bap-

.

E. W. McMillen, Pastor..

tist Church a ladies wrist
watch and chain. Initials RID FOR SALE A Chevrolet
touring car, just overhauled and
in back.$5.00 reward for
in perfect condition. Will sell at
to S. A. office.
re-tu-

an

Wanted; To buy a Second
aphand collapsible
offAmerican
Spam's
ply at
ice or phone 3 on 25
Mrs.C.A. Strawn
go-ca- rt

a bargain for cash, or on terms.
Edgar J. Floersheim.'
.

Rep. Beck spent Saturday and
Sunday with home folks. He
reports that the Legislature
wil adjourn about the 11th, of
March.

Martin W. White

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
Prepared by AJMcD.
February 17, 1921.
Live Stock and Farm Sale
d
NOTICE is hereby given that
Arguello, as Guardian of Leon-ire- s
Belarde, Amadeo Belarde and
Petra Belarde, minor children of Filomena Belarde, of Albert, New Mexico, who, on August 23, 1912, made
Real Estate
Homestead Entry, No. 014998, for
Lots 3 and 4 and S NW14 Section
5, Township 20 North, Range 29 East
Route A
New Mexico Meridian, has filed noMills, New Mexico
tice of intention to make proof for
the minor children of said entrywo-maboth parents of said minors being deceased, to establish claim to PHOTOS- - Until further notice
the land above described, before F. I will have ray studio open on
H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at
Roy, New Mexico, on April 13, 1921. Saturdays and Mondays of each
Claimant names as witnesses:
week only.
A. F. Chavez, M. A. Chavez, Jr.,
Mail your kodak work to us.
Simona Arguello, and J. P. Arguello,
'
all of Albert, New Mexico.
L. E. DEUBLER

,

When you have Pump or Windmill troubles or have any work in
the Plumbers line, call Judy and
Baker and they will fix it.
WE ALSO HANDLE HARDWARE AND EVERYTHING IN THE TINNERS OR PLUMBERS LINE, ALSO
DEEP WELL PUMPS, WINDMILLS, WELL CASING
AND THE MANY OTHER THINGS THAT COME UNDER
THIS LINE OF WORK.

Ray-mun-

Auctioneer

n,

'

VA&

VAliVfiKUL,

Register.

PHOTOGRAPHER

IF IT IS

TO BE FIXED. WE CAN

FIX IT.

JUDY & BAKER
Successors to BAUM BROS.
Roy,

New Mexico.

NOTICE OF PENDENCY
FOR SALE
OF SUIT.
Setting Eggs,. The S.C.W.L. STATE OF NEW MEXICO,
all from full . blooded hens, at COUNTY OF MORA.
75 cents per set.
.IN THE DISTRICT COURT..
Freeman Brothers
Patricio Cashmore,
'
Plaú'.üff,
Route A.
VS.
Anastasia Cashmore,
NOTICE
Defendant.
The 1921 dog license has been
No. 2773.
due since January 1st. AH dogs
The said defendant, Anastasia
not tagged by March 15th, will Cashmore, is hereby notified
be killed if caught running at
that a suit for . divorce has
large on the streets. .Get your been comnced against you in
tag at once from the Village the District Court. Fourth JuMarshall.
dicial District, Stae of Nev.
J. G. Gambrell
Mexico, sitting within and for
Village Marshall
the county of i 'Mora, by said
Roy. New Mexico. Patricio Cashmore, "'. nj tiff
ii
-

LOANS
AND INSURANCE
I have opened a Real Estate,
Loan and Insurance business in
the W. H. Willcox office and I
am now ready to list your farms
and City property. .Also have
some very desirable farms for
sale at excellent bargains. I have
lined up with some of the best
Insurance Companies doing business in the state and ask for
a portion of your patronage in
any of the above business. We
are expecting quite a number of
immigrants this year and if you
wil list your farms with us we
are sure to have buyers for
same in the near future.
W. H. McCargcr.
REAL-ESTAT-

E,

therein, wherein plaintiff prays
that he be granted an absolute
divorce from said defendant on
the grounds of abandonment,
and for such other relief as to
the Court may seem meet and
proper; that unless you enter
or cause to be entered your appearance in the above causé on
or before the 2nd, day )f April
1921, judgment by default and
a decree proconfesso therein
will be rendered against you.
Plaintiff's Attorney is Luis
E. Armijo, postoffice address,
Las Vegas, New Mexico.
Dated, Mora,

New

February 11th, 1921.

Mexico,

(SEAL)
Cosmo R.

Garcia

Clerk, District Court. '

I
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THE
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PUBLIC SALE
Mr. E. L. Christian, freighl
I will offer at public auction Agent of the E.P. & S. W. R. R,
at the Chicosa Ranch 6 mi N was in Roy Friday, in the inte
He is
of Roy and one east onTUES-- rests of the railroad.
DAY MARCH 15th, 1921, sale working on a readjustment of
to begin at 10 30 A. M. Sharp freight rates on the Dawson
line .as well ..as. the . gram rates
the following property
25 HORSES AND MULES 25 to Galveston and other points.
2 saddle horses, 9 work mules, Mr. Christian is a very optimis
2 vearline mules. 12 work hor tic over the outlook of the big
ses and mares 3 to 9 years old, wheat crop and is preparing for
wt 900 to 1200 lbs. All good Heavy shipments this fall.

N

Published by

'

THE SPANISH AMERICAN PRINTING COMPANY
Frank L. Schultz Editor.
Wm. G. Johnson Associate Editor.
Subscription $ 2.00 Per Year
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matter atthe

a

Patricks has just completed a large dipping vat at his
ranch south west of town. The
vat was outlined and engineered
by Mr. Sol Floersheim as is One
of the most uptodate small dipIt " is
ping vats on the mesa.
made of concrete and has all
the modern appliances and will
be of great assistance to this
part of the mesa as we understand that Mr. Patricks will
comodate his neighbors . who
have small herds to dip. We
congratulate .Mr. Patricks in
the interest he has taken in the
matter.

191

poatoffice in Roy, New Mexico,

The renewals

'A.

sub-scrib-

rs

so- nume-

rous that it. is impossible to publish all. the names every week.
We will say that we are climbing very close to the one thousand mark and expect to soon
pass it Pretty good for a litr
tie' town paper, don't you think?
'

"The Devils Pass Key" showing the gay life of Paris, the
good as well as the bad; one of
the greatest Dramas ever written on the screen, will postive-l- y
be shown at the Rov Theatre
Wednesday and Thursday even
ings Marcn loth ana 17th. AdRev. Dick of Raton, Rev. B. Q. mission 28 and 55c.
.

Massagee of Mills and Rev. W. L.
Massagee of Montoya will lecture

Dressmaking and Designing
Embroidery and Applique work.
16th; Mrs. Ray Carr, Phone 9 J.

at the Baptist Church next
';

Wed-

nesday evening March

work stock.
130 GALLONS LUBRICATING
OIL
one barrel. 50 gals. " medium
t) 'actor oil, tn 2 bd re! 50 ' gals.
heavy irsctor oil, one half bar-rtl, 30 gate: machine oil.
ONE 1918 MODEL, BUICK
AUTOMOBILE IN A 1 condition.
1500 lbs sudan grass
seed.
FARM MACHINERY
,

and new

are becoming

MARCH 12th, 1921.

N

The Continental Oil Company
is erecting a Jarge 25,000 gallon
oil tank at their oil station in
Rov. The tank will be used for
gásoline and will hold practi
cally as much as botn 01 tne
other tanks. The Company, is
preparing for the increasé busi
ness that is bound to come to
t.h 'pesa with the larsw rwheal
cvop which is .now .practically;

sets leather harness, ,one set aKr.?.,ed the mcá.-xchain harness, new; McCormick
;"V 7
12ft header, Adnance gram bin- "Í'V:.
each
2
1300
Mules
Grev
lbs.
mower
'McCormick
6ft
der. 6ft
Deeri'ng; mower,- double disc 1 Rav Mare white snot on fore
Emerson plow, J. D. lister, new head wt. 1350, 1 Bay Ball Face
16ft Hoosier drill, 12ft hayrake Horse, wt. 1100, 1 Sorrel. 1
Hay baler, new 16ft disc harrow Black 2 vear old fillies. Notify
Disc cultivator, 6 shovel culti- August Mueller, Taylor Springs,
vator, one horse drill, 2 hole New Mexico. ..
corn shelter, iron wagon, and
MILK: 11 cents per Quart,
two grain barges and many
other articles too numerous to daily delivery, drop postal to.
,v
mention.
COPES DAIKi
.
ROY, NEW MEXICO.
TERMS 8 months timé with
out interest if paid when due, if
not paid when due to draw 10
7'77
7 BRADLEY. ,
percent from dateü '$10.00""and
under cash, 1U percent disEvery one is enjoying the
count for cash on sums .over $10. beautiful weather; all our am
Bankable note or approved se- bitious farmers are plowing,
curity. ; Settle before removing some listing and others farming
:
m, just; to keep busy.
y..
piVyLJm
FRANK A. ROY; owner.
Mr. and Mrs. Kichardson, Joe
Coll Wm. G. Johnson, Auctioneer Honneycutt and Mrs Don Brad-- .
v
v
E." J. H. Roy. Clerk v.
ley spent the afternoon with the
Big Lunch at noon Bring Tobler family near Mospuero
your own drinking cups.
and all 'enjoyed.the afternoon.
v'V
The Toblers are !fine entertaiStreet Commissioner R. C. ners and all enjoyed the visit
Grunig has the new well derrick
Grandmother Hazen was on
completed and has started to the sick list last .week,' but is
workóh the engine and pump improving and aoie to De out
oom which will also be used as again
Wi
a storage room for the City
Mrs. Richardson and
.and
Mr
Truck.!
Joe Honneycutt motored to
Frank Corey was up from Mos- Dawson Monday.
Lee Sanger had the misfor
quero the last of the week. c "
tune to be thrown from a horse
and seriously injured. He was
ESTRAY One Bay horse in unconcious and was rushed to
the Rock Springs neighborhood the Self Hospital and treated
weigh 1100 7 years old. Bran- and is now home again but is
ded on left side, cross on should- not able to be out yet but is im
er, H on hip, notify M. N. Baker proving and the Doctor says
Roy, N. M.
....... tfchg that he will' soon, be O.K again
,A big meeting, of the Solano
Mill was held at 'that place last
Wednesday, all the stockholders
pf. this community attended
t'(
,' "
; i
same."
A large crowd attended the
Steinbaugh
dance ' from the
,

4

lost

'

."

:

,

'

.

H. B. Jones of Tucumcari and
president of the Roy Trust and
Savings Bank was in Roy on
business the first of the week.

The annual St. Patricks Ball
at the Roy Theatre
next Thursday evening March
17th ;
Good music and a good
will be held
floor.

Come.

'

.

!

,

'

-

I

?

All made within the last eighteen months. These are all standard Columbia itecprds,.
Now retired to keep the Columbia Record Catalogue down in size. .Including such artists as
Al Jolson, Van and Schenck, Harry Fox, Guido Deiro. Paul Biese Trio, Ted Lewis'Jazz Band,
Art Hickman's Orchestra, Henry Burr, Campbeii and Burr, Peerless Quartette, Sterling Trio
etc Never before have such records been soldby Columbia dealers at so low a price. The list
given .below is .typical of the wide .range of selections.
.

A Few Of The 130 Splendid Numbers

Henry Burr Good Night, Angeline
P. Quartette
M
Henry Burr We Must Have, a Song to Remember
Just
You Ain't Heard Nothing Yet
Al Jolson Abe Kabihble at the Ball. Game ILHershfield
M
"
Come On arid Play With Me ' Billy Murray Abe Kabibble Dictates a Letter
'
Nobody Knows Fox-trHickman Trip, Hawaiian Smiles
Ferera and Franchini
. Hickman Trio
Wonderful Pal Onestep
In the Heart of Hawaii
Louise and Ferera
Fox-trCampbell and Burr I'll See You in
Hand in Hand Again
Jara Band
My Love Song.My Roses and You C. Harrison The Moon Shines on the Moonshine-Fox-trCairo One Step
Art Hickman's Orch. All the Boys Love Mary s Van and Schenck
Rose Room Fox-trArt Hickman's Orch. Way Down Barcelona Way
Harry .Fox
for me and Mary

.

.

v

ot

ot

ot

-

ot

.

.

i.

-

....

,.

u

-

Remember that this
price applies only to
130 retired numbers,
and only while they last.
The supply is limited. .The time is Iimited.These records .go on sale today. .CaIl at the
nearest Columbia dealer's as early as you can.. Act promptly or you may miss the selection
s you want.

Floersheim Merc. Go.

Brádley community:' f All cáme
rolling in at an early hour of
the morning,' tired but still
joyous at the good time they
had, such as they always have
at the Steinbaugh farm. .Mr."
arid Mrs. Steinbaugh aid family
ere to be congratulated upon the
good times they furnish to the
'
young folks.
Arthur Hazen and Clarence
Shrum are. hauling . com. from
DeHaven.
. MrsJ. Quaschhich
"and "' her
father R. B. Smith Whb has been

Any service

;

When the resources of the Patrons and

;

we can

Depositors of the Bank increases,

render is

1 vhiroeTf our business increases.

always

' '

cheerfully
rendered.

It

fs

the

theréfore wise and prudent for us to

assist you to increase your money and.
property., To this end we wish to lend
,,
'; ! v
every assistance consistent with good
banking methods,
:."
.

..

Capital and Surplus $60,000
'"

íTHE ROY 'TRUST!.
AG 'io

a n k" F

d

-

or'

Dr Self renorts a fme pair of
twin girls at the home - of Mr.
and Mrs.; D. M; vaaldezin;Roy.
fánepi March 8th Evervone con
cerned is doing nicely and Dave
well he says we won t quarrel
takes
now over which one
cari! of thv baby as we have
a piece and they look exactly
alike wid we can't tll one Itv.ii
the other.
.

Irvin Floersheim of the Sninr
er Times was in Roy the first of
-

ine.weeJt visiting relatives and
friends. The
acknowledges
a can.
S-- A;

-

Marion Conner was up from
Tucumcari ' last Saturday and
Sunday and we understand he
is figuring 'very strongly on
moving to the County High
School town in the near future. '
- CREAM SEPARATORS
Mr.. Conner reports Mrs A. M.
De Laval and Primrose, a years Woodard is very low at her home
Jtime to pay, ask the clerk.
If o. vv WUiU
in
i. uuiiivai i. luí
ílí Tniiiiv.iln
U 18
Koy Trading umtpany
well known here having resided
ae Solano for a number of years.
'
Outside Basement Work
Let me dig your basement
FOR SALE;-8- 0
acres land
11
IT, it .
n i
for you under your home, or the 11
one that you intend to- build. dress Mrs. Martha Frank, 119
How ' about that cistern you JbmencK St. san Agelo, Texas.
intend hating dug, Let me figure with you. ,A11 work guar- ' Copy for, ads as well as news
anteed. J, R, Nugen, Royjí. M. matt.fr for ruihlinoHVTi iniiof 'ha.in this !off ice not later than ThBagwell Service Station ' ursday morning to insure same-tI specialize' in generator,
be weeks, naDer as we rpfPiVestarter, ignition and magneto copy, continually to late for pub- A!
ITT
repair work, also Ford and mag 7,LLciLiuii.
ve- rece vpnt rnnv nr a
net magneto recharging:.
All bunch of late f items this.fv week
work guaranteed.
which we could not get in the
C, R. Bagwell, prop.
v
jt;apw:.i lur iais reason,
of-u-

s

"

'"í

,

1I7--

1

.

-

;

'

"

.

-

m

-

i

.

Read the Rumély
OilPuIl Guarantee

t

seriously ill for the past week"or"
in fact all winter, have gone to
Hot Springs where they hope to
improve their health.
Brothers Fuller and Holland
were kind enough to bring the
minister to church last Sunday.
Rev. McMillen. , preached,a fine
sermon and Sunday School was
exceptionally good, and a fine
'
attendance reported.
The 6inging was well attended
at the school house last week.
The following from Solano were
present, Bertha Rinehart, Mrs.
-

H

.

m

:

::

ween his home
home.-

-

-'

the road
Ruth

and

-

bet-

--

De-pe-

--

ftmt i.inr

Bp,í"'31

7O"0 other tractor is backed by a guarantee such
as this to bum liEroser.e under all conditions,
at all loads up to its fell rated brake horse power.'
'. The success of the OiJPull cs a cheap fuel tractor
is due tp more than just the
'car- -'
buretor, patented and used enly by the Advance-Rumel- y
Company. .Every part is built especially
for the successful burning ofcil fuels special

motoy, carburetor, .cooling system. The method of
handling kerosene is so' different from that of
gas-.oli-

ne

.that it necessitates entirely different construction of the entire machine. ,
The result is that no matter whether in drawbar or
belt work, running at fullloador light, in wet weather
or dry, coldest winter or hottest summer, any time,
any place cheap kerosene ia the OilPull's fuel.
The records of public contests prove its ability
to plow an acre at the lowest cost and to use the
least fuel per horse power.
Give us the opportunity to tell you more about it.
ANDERSON GARAGE & MACH. WORKS,
v" Roy, New Mexico.
i

.(11
1

si

Secor-Kiggi-

'

Eveylin. Hughbanks ; returned
from Dawson Sunday where she
has been the past week,.
Literary was well attended
but have been better. a good
short program was rendered.
Next Literary March 18th,
every one come.
Mr. and Mrs Francis Smith
visited Mr. and Mrs. Jay Bradley Sunday evening at the Bradley home, where Jay and his
wife are making their home.
Daddy W. R. needs Jay even
if he has a bride to keep and
Jay wiíl still be some help to
him.
Sunday School every Sunday
at 2 P.M. Church every other
Sunday. Next- Church March
20th.. Singing every Sunday

'

'

;

lately traveling

nltmmimíAíymtmrl

4

Holderness, Mr. Sullivan, Gerajd
Johnson and Alvin Wilson."
I Miss Mary Woods .spent" the
evening with the'Áipgreri family
--,
last Tuesday. .
..:..
Tell Bradley is' very busy here

night.

V

y&fee the fact that the interests ' of the
Ifank 'iuid its Depositors are Mutual.

,:

v

DANCE.SONGandCOMIC SELECTIONS

the Whispering Pines

v

this bank ' rec

.

iimDia iiecoras
For a Limited Time Only

Among

Officers and Directors of

.

A Lower Price on 13 0 Retired Popular

Just

...

-

,

Champ Clark for 8 years Speá
Ray Busey was attending to
business matters in western kf.r of the House of Represen
Mora Co. and at Las Vegas the tatives at Washington and a nominee for president in 1912
first of the week,
died at his home in Washington
F. A. Roy and County Surve- last week and was buried at his
yor E. J. H. Roy were business old home in Missouri.
visitors in Mora the first pf the
week. They report everything
Mi C. Weisdorfer and G. L.
quiet over there and that pre Thomas of Colorado are visiting
parations will soon be made to the Weisdorfers.-eas- t
of town
copy the records for transfer to this week.
,
'
Harding oCunty.
v
Mrs.Á.M.Woodard was brot to
Miss Gladys Hearn, one of the the Plumlee hospital from tuculady clerks at the Fairview mcari last Wednesday and is rePharmacy is taking' her iannual ported improving. ..:
vacation this week. Ed Cable
Mr. and Mrs. S. E. Paxton
is acting as substitute during
' took Sunday dinner at the John
her vacation.
Weisdorfer home last Sunday.
A. M. Jordan left for Kansas All the children were home for
Sunday noon having been called the Sunday and it was a day of
there by the death of a brother, much pleasure to Mr. and Mrs.
He expects to be gone several Weisdorfer as well as those present.
weeks.

SOMETHING OF INTEREST
TO YO- U-

'r

THE

County Seat

SPANISH-AMERICA-

MARCH 12th. 1921.

N

EADIES AID
... The Union Ladies Aid of Mills
will give an apron and sunbon-nsale at Turners Cash Store
in. Mills on Márch 19thv beginning at 1.30 P. M. Everyone
is invited to be present.

et

Items of Interest
From our Mora
Cor respondent

The 18th month old babe of
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Woodard is re-

,

.

pro-pition-

'II

ed

"investor....:.
'

Baum BroSi

:

well pleased with the new

Attractive Prices
Lower than

'.

hs:

"'"'

Miss Marie Cochrane of Mills,
now in the, Las Vegas High School, was another , who seeined
glad to see us.
accompanied
Rev, '
by Rev. Gas a Presbyterian
preacher, and also a Life Insurance Agent, was; in Mora Sat
urday on Insurance business.
People talk seriously of dividing San Miguel county at the
.

.

.

next legislature and making the
line between old town and new.
There is no way telling bow far
"Insurgency" has gone or will

that

boss-ridde-

n;

:

county

but it is not. impossible that the
political abuses of the past and
present will; reap the . whirlwind
i
v?
at the
It is discouraging to:" write
news for this, week before we
have received the. last ' weeks
paper, we are apt to duplicate
items as news makes so slowly
we left
that we forget where
:.,
y.O
''
off.
next-eleetio-

Under-Sherif-

.

John Wootton

f,

started to Vegas last week with
boys
a load of the Court-Hous-e
at the mov
to see
ies, they started in style in his
new Buick, but a broken gear
Mutt-&-Je-

ff

stopped them: before:. they got
out of town .and a very discouraged looking' lot of fellows walTheir .appearance
ked back:
was

that

we1
'

$

V"

v

.

riod.

'

1"?

invite you to make use of .an account at
:J--

.

-

'

--

;

pe-

,

CITIZENS STATE B ANK
;
Mills, New Mexico V,.
'f

,

.

have' noticed ' on

them just after election , day
previous to the last one. One
party mistook them for "Road
Insnectors". they were watching
the gravel so closely 'as they
passed up street.
Meanwhile their friends who
drive flivvers' are consoling
them with the idvice to get a
car that "Gets .you there and
brings you back". .' ij tf
Probate Judge Charlea.. J. Fra-ke- r,
Jr. came ov.er from' Wagon
Mound Sunday and held Court
in the Sheriffs office Monday.
He is making the Probate Court
function, and 'has posted a set
of rules for l the guidance of
those having .business with . his
court.
i:
Under-Sherif-f,
John Wootton
drove to Watrous Sunday, retu;:.;
rning via, Las Vegas..Monte Butler is .making
plans to entertain the .District
Court visitors' the 'first of April
There will likely be a lot of people here from all over the county. You of Roy who have never
been at the County Seat had
better come this time. Mosquero is closer, it is true but she is
not half so picturesque as Mora.
We note that Harding County has been placed in the Judicial district with Colfax, Uni.;:
Anclrcr
and Quay counties.
bit of good fortune, we ee it
The Mora County Ofii ' :;a
;

V

.

"

-

-

who were elected from eastevu

precincts, are not enthusiastic
for the proposal to resign and
be appointed to the same offices
in Harding County and allow
their places to be filled here by
political appointment. ... The peo- -

pie here express their disapproval of the.plari rhost emphatica-lly- ,i
To havemade their; fight
against tyranny r suecssfui for
the first time , in 25 years and
theri have their rights legisla
ted from under them and their
political enemies ...appointed
the offices they won fairly agai
nst great odds YpuId beto in-

f"

vite trouble and get
It will bé time" ' to return to

j

-

Contracting and Cement Work
WE ARE NOW READY TO DO ALL KINDS OF BUILD,
ING CONTRACTING BOTH CEMENT AND FRAME.
WE ALSO MANUFACTURE
CEMENT BLOCKS AND
CEMENT BRICKSÍ AND WILL HAVE THEM ON THE
MARKET WITHIN A FEW WEEKS.
!r;.::;.-:;'r':-:,i:v'':-;-

"Vl-4-

;--

(':;;-

'

-

WHEN YOU CONTEMPLATE BUILDING
HOME LET US FIGURE WITH YOU.

-

Oüá

WE GUARANTEE

THAT NEW
.

WORK.

-

performed. If the legislature
could legislate, citizens out of
their inherent alid constitutional rights, .it could 'also, legislate
to interfere with their personal
and domestic aff áirs. The suggestion is in line of the "Soviet"
e
of unfortunate Russia and
has offered nothing more
radical in the way Of revolution
We are wondering if Ben
Brown is still at Iárge and if he
shows symptoms of violence.
His halucinátions thus far have
been harmless but, his monomania for these periodical, "Men tiras" of his; when combined with
an enlarged ego,' a
Pegasus, and ah opportunity
get into print, Isa cpnipliCation
of .maladies which wreck his
bright young ; life... ;Still,..we
should worry, we have; warned
him and its partly his own fault
that the Harding County jail is
to be built where it will be handy in case he gets worse, i, i
An innovation has been offered the Public Schools of Mora
which would be, grabbed at by
many school jBoards wno understand the benefit it would-b- e
to the children.' :!
Corporal Jose P. Maes, late of
the U. S. Mariné Corps, has offered to give instruction in the
manual, signals, and physical
culture, which he learned in the
service and taught as an officer
in the camps, He fully realises
the importance of .the training
as a development, of the mental
faculties as well as for the physical training, it gives and it
would be a long step in advance
methods for the Schools. V

Horibaker and'l&nu
ROY, NEW MEXICO.

."

.

'V..

1 '

''''

."

.

'

!.T-

Service

Station

' "After

Station
WILL BE LOCATED AT THE LIBERTY GARAGE
AND WHATEVER YOUR NEEDS THEY WILL BE
ABLE TO TAKE CARE OF THEM.

Batteries pf all makes repaired
and recharged.
MAGNETOS OVERHAUL El) ANÍJ RECHARGED

Í

;

WEATHER FORECAST
FOR NEXT WEEK.
March 13"th. to 29th.. Meal
New Mexico weather. Dry and
windy but the dates about
which wind will be strongest,
reaching the proportion of dust
storms are the 16th, 19th, 20th,
Yes the "Mentiras' ' fever is 22nd, 24th and 25. 30" and 31st.
Icatching: Mills has-ind.we relief from --dust --and if a vorable
predict the whole Harding Cou lor thunder showers.
nty will soon have this "Happy
T. H. Polaski,
Mills, N. M.
Keeling" iever and pert of the
S. A. Staff will soon have to
Contractor Henry T: has iust
start a paper in the County Seat completed stuccoing 'the Frank
so as to he able to . minister to
Schultz residence in the east
the County Seat patronage. part of town and has also done
We'll be there with a Harding
lot of other cement work for
County paper in the next . few Mr. Schultz. .The stuccoine has
weeks, wátch and see, "Editors. added much to the appearance
of the home
when Henry
If any one has any grievan- does the work and
you can bet that
ces, it matters not of what na- a good job
has been done.
ture or cause just read th Mentiras in the S. A. and see how
Dudley Durran was ud from
quickly your worries will pass Solano
Saturday ; Dudley is very
'
y
away....
;
enthusiastic over the new coun
.It is now' time to beirin to vet ty, and will move to the Countv
ready for our annual fair: what Seat And engage in the practice
v ",,' ."'.'''
going to have a County Of law.
... .
to
l'T7C
I
r air or a mesa l&iri or. JUSl
community fairs; Since we" have
MOSQUERO MENTIRAS
a New County can't we have
(Additional.)
a County fair? Let's think this
Mr..' Robinson, from Dalhart,
over Personally we believe in exas spent a few days
in Mos
County fair, but quero looking over the town
for
why not each town hold a raeet-location to establish a buildin?- .'
íng and consider this subject? and contracting
business.- Rev. Massa'gee Baptist Mini
The editors J6t the Spanish-Americster from Montoya, N. M. had
have been in the couna successful meeting, at Mos- ty seat a couple.of
during'
quero last veek. Brother Mas- the' week attending times
to, thé busisage is a splendid . talker and ness of starting. up
a newspaper
made many, friends while hre. in the new county seat.
Our Sunday School is plan
The Bélíér boys from Bueye-roning to have a good, entertain
were in town Tuesday
ment Easter Sunday Commit Wednesday looking over and
the
tees on programs are as follows: town and .visiting in
new
their
Miss Drake, Mrs. DeWeese, Mrs. county seat.
They have lived
Fuller, Mrs. Holland, 'and Mrs. for ''so long near Bueyeros
Pittman. A cordial invitation making long trips to Clayton,
is extended to everyone.
x: that they can; hardly
realize
that they now have their own ,
county town right close at hand.
Mrs. J. C. Corev is in the
Mosquero is now to have
PJumlee Hospital taking treat- a bank.
Already plans have
ment. Mrs. Corey is reported been made, steps
have been
doing nicely, altho she has been taken to have the
issued
charter
a very sick lady the past few and the site selected for
the
weeks. Mrs Corey' of advanced building. O. T. Wilson of Arcade
age will soon be able to return New York, head of
the Wilson
to her home and friends - at Corr.pány chain of stores, elevaMosquero.
tors and flowr mills returned
from Santa Fe, last week where
he completed' the preliminary
C. F. Leonard was in Roy steps. They expect to open up
with his smiling face last Satur- for business at the same time
day ,( Charlie don't believe in that the new county commences
frowning even when tht? whole operation.
They will build on
world goes wrong. He like all the corner of the tract of land
the rest "ays he would rath" recently purchased on the north
go 20 or 25 miles to the County of Mosquero. Slowly
but surely
Seat than 125 miles.
we are crawling to the front.
:

-;

IORD . MAGNETOS

RECHARGED í SO THAT OLD

.

:

Out work

are?

is guaranteed.
:

.

Mr; Mae believes thuT train-

,

-

tf the School work
better than under

ing as a part
"

an

4THE DEVIL'S PASS KEY''

the.?.-advantag-

.;. A

picture of "Parifthe wicked and Paris the wonderful".

"

.

s,

Bigir

and Better than "Blind' Husbands" Paris, yes you
will think you are there, the races and eyéry thing of the gay
;iféof that Great City, V
;i

,

it; when you neaj" the end of this won-- x
youllte
dumbfounded and unable to take your
drama
lerpus
Suspense, You said

iyes from the screen.

It's real;

'

,

..

.

It's human;

See this great picture

,

;

It's Life.
at the

THEATRE, ROY, NEW MEXICO

-

Wednesday and Thursday evenings March 16th and 17th

:

.

and son

;

v

-

wife

'.:

:

Assessor on the occasion of his
birthday,' Sunday,. A large party of friends met at their fine
new home and reminded Tom
that he was-- ' growing " old. A
fine time and eats which will
help him to remember the day is
'
reported.
The good roads are being used
to the limit .by the freighters
and produce enough to load a
railroad train is daily moved to
the Santa Fe tracks at our "Su
burb" on the south.
The rock surfacing of the
road makes it rather rough and
hard on tires part of the way
hut it is sure- fine where it is
finished.

O. T. Wilson

Kenneth of Arcade. New York.
who have: been . looking after
business and visiting in Mills,
rturned, home Tuesday.

t

Aniáersón Báttery

;

:

,

.

Rev.' Gardner; Pastor of the
n. unurcn at Alius will preach at Mosquero the third Sunday
of this month at 11 A.M and
7.30 P.M. All are cordially invi- -'
ted. We want to see Solano and
Bradley represented strong, as
Rev. Gardner is a strong tajker,

-i

Storage
Battery

.

separate ' organization v as - it
ivótild have
of
authority, and" the discipline
which is essential to success can
not be maintained Mn separate
and unofficial, organization.
The prisoners at the county
jail are a rather cheerful lot.
they are" lively, activ fellows
who seem to enjoy getting, out
and splitting wood, helping carpenters and keeping busy. They
are making a good impression
on their guards and shortening
the hours until .Court week.
Mrs. Tom McGrath planned
a surprise party for the county

'

to- -

m.

run-a-w- ay

would; be

..

.

.

&'

drugstore and Dr.

.

' All were glad to see Mr- and
Mrs. Harper and family out to
Church and Sunday School Sun
day. .. : ;
..,
,

Lin-en-

.

.

.

WE DO ALL KINDS OF MOL. WORK

Harding" Countywhen their duties here have.- been faithfully
--

-

".

...

it;"

W. Reherd is kalsomining
O. B.
Moons ;office,
fXI..
the-

-

7

NEW MEXICO.'

ROY,

red Burton and Thurman
Case' are hauling rye to Roy.

s

;

crops is

awful lot of good land covered
with mountains that are not
very productive.
The Ogdens were guests of
the Hearns, at Vegaa Sunday,
driving, to town in time for chur
rch and Sunday. "Scjiool át the
Kev's new church: They have
had a very successful revival
and the; church membership has
almost doubled since they went
to Vegas., It is rather nice to'
get into town see accustomed
services tan.d meet old friends
and new ones. ; Hey. Hearn and
Robert aré coming to Mora soon
to rustice v for a while in
''

go in

'

r

the Qtizens Slatr Bank during the saving

We are closing out our Auto
the most popular outdoor pas:
and
Tractor oils. '.
valleys.
time in the
The farms
are rather small and ,there is an
".,
BAUM BROS
,

"

"

the-Lowest.-

cou-

nty.

"

:"

,

the wheat prospects over there
the best ever and are pretty
Plowing for spring

Ve

.

''

'

i

.

We believe we owe our off i
cials and supporters who worked
so hard for us in helping to get
the new county and giving the
County Seat to Mosquero, for
this deed, which we cannot ex
press to you . with open or jri
other words our many heart
."

The school boy who saves wfth'determinatioa
will be among the' moneyed men of tomorrow,
and the young man who has learned to save will
business man or
become the sane . level-head-

"

MILLS and VICINITY,

Prof. F. P. Carnes was called
Dalhart' Friday to the bed
side of his daughter who was '
felt thanks, our gratefulness or to undergo an operation.
gratitude and our heart emotion
Wm.. McAfee is caintinff .the
enthusiasm to you. We through Wjlson store at Abbott.
the S. A. wish to tender to you
our expressable thanks and we T. A. Turner left Tuesday for
shall always nave a kind rem Amarillo Texas, ' to visit "rela'
embrance of you and we wish tives.
each of you continued phenomi
nal success and heaven after "Mr. and Mrs C. E. Munsev
arrived. Saturday from Colorado
death. :
.
they5, will remain about a month.
In last weeks issue, of the
We presume C. D. Chenev
S. A. we made mention of a road
bumper crop of corn last
raised
County
to
frbm the
Seat
Colfax year-ahe has just finished '
County line up th E.P.&S.W.RR,
but since we learn that a bill gathering it.
has been introduced in the leg
Cv 'A. Smith ánd familv and
islature to this effect and has Mr.: and Mrs. O. T. Wilson and
every chance to become a law, son" Kenneth were sight seeinsr ' This is certainly finé weather at the canyons Sunday.
and wheat is growing nicely and The Ladies Aid held a food
we are all smilhng.
and apron sale Saturday at TurJake Steinbaugh who has ners Cash toStore. The proceeds
about $50.00 every
been away all winter is home amounted
tning sold so .well they decided
again wearing a smile that wont to
have another sale March 19,
come off.
The Sunbeam Class eave
F. A. Geisenheimer traveling
a little dialogue Sunday, after
evangelist who had a successful Sunday School. They
recalled
revival meeting at the M. E. to our
how
Mo
minds
babe
the
Church a' few weeks ago is now
in Iowa in meetings .and send ses' was found in the bullrushes
"kings daughter- - took
and
his kindest regards to his frie- - him the"
yety own, etc.' The
as
her
.
,,
nds here.
lttle folks ' acted their barts well
Miss Golda DeWeese entertai and much credit is due their
ned seven' or eight "Of her friends eacher Miss Martha Albertson..
last Sunday evening; they were
Mr. and Mrs. G. R. Belknao
her classmates in School and were Sunday
dinner guests at
Sunday School.
the Geo. Cochrane home.
Ed. Fuller and family enter-- Eddie Siler
from
tamed Mr, and Mrs Holland and Glorietta, NV M.; returned
Monday,
where
Mrs. Ella Osborne and family
he has been í, working . for. his
last Sunday after Sunday Scho brother
"
Roland.
y
.
ol and Church.:.

-

(,

CREAM, SEPARATORS
De La vaí and Primrose, a years
for all. Weather con- time to,, pay, ask the clerk;
ditions, are ideal if only they
Roy Trading Company
dont induc the. fruit trees to
bloom, prematurely; The snow
stored in the mountains is being
melted now but is not running
i Still at the old stand
to waste to any serious degree
With a line of self oiling
.
as yet.
(
windmills,: stock pumps,.' Oliver
F. Á. Roy" and the County and Emerson implements, farm
Surveyor ' E. J.'H.:Roy ' came wagons, Z" type pumping
oil
'
over Sunday to attend to some Engines and ETC.
business matters. They report

starts out very

'
- i
rx v
Carefully cultivated habh will toost man or
woman successward in financiering Just as sute-I- y
VH
as natural ability.

ported quite sick at the family
home east, of .town. .

(Irvin Ogden Sr Correspondent)
The week

THE MONEY BUSINESS

MOSQUERO and VICINITY

Admission 55c and 28c
'

The Annual St. Patrick's Ball will be held immediatly after
Show Thursday evnmg. Good Floor, Good Music. Come.

her

....

I

THE
MOSQUERO MENTIRAS

We have carefuly
searched through whole libraries and have found nothing
that we liked as well. But we
are shocked to note that we are
being copied by writers and no
credit given us. We found an
entire page in Shakespeare that
was very similar , to our work
and had doubtless been copied
from the "Mentiras" We found
that so renowned an author as
Ben Franklin had not hesitated
to use some sparkling thoughts
that have appeared in our columns and we could have stood for
it all but when we found some of
our choicest gems appearing in
the Democratic Campaign book
we revolt, revolute and insur-rec-t.
We dont care about the
salary that goes with the position of being editor of the Mentiras. We are perfectly willing
to donate the entire salary to
a fund to establish a home for
the feeble minded and the guy
that voted the Democratic ticket
last fall, but we won't stand for
being maliciously copied without
due credit being given.

their equal.

Who are the four Big B's of
the Mesa? All together, now.
Beaty, Baca, Brock and Beck.
Lon Wamble, who has been in
Eastern Texas during the past
winter returned to Mosquero
,.,
this week. ;
Mr. O. T. Wilson, ot the Wilson Company came in from Arcade, N. Y. and has been looking
over the Wilson Store at Mosquero and visiting the new county

...

'

SPANISH-AMERIC-

With Fall in the Secretary of
Interior office, Bursum in the
Senate and Montoya in the House New Mexico promises to be
heard from at the National
Capital during the next four
Mr.' Alfred Kress has almost
completed closing out his stock
of merchandise and expects to
go to New York in the near fu-

ture for a short visit with his
mother and then take a good vacation on the Pacific Coast before getting into the harness
Mr. Snyder, editor and publisher of the Nara Visa news
paper was looking over the Mosquero field last week and was so
favorably impressed that he will
probably locate here in the near
future moving his Nara Visa
newspaper plant to this place
and publishing a weekly paper
in the county seat.
We understand that steps
are now being taken for the
formation of a banking company
that will open up a new bank
here in the very near future,.
Several different outfits have
been looking over the field and
at least one promises to be rca-- !
dy for business soon.

n
The editors of the
are nothing if not optimists. They console themselves with the thought that "while they lost the county seat,
: and
they won the
new
metropolis
the
of
are the
county and always remain so."
Now we venture to risk our reputation for truth and veracity
and of always being right and
never making a mistake by predicting that in less than two
vears the county seat will be
the metropolis, and anyhow if
we arent the metropolis we shall
have the legislature pass a bill
Quite a few people have been designating us as the permapurchasing lots in Mosquero nent metropolis of the county of
during the past week. Prices Harding. So look out, cuidado,
are now about one hundred per- Amigo, and taunt, us not with
cent above what they were pri- your claims of superiority, or
or to the formation of the new we shall become desperate.
county and rapidly rising in vaHarding County, A pleasing
lue. A few are being bought up
Mosquero, the county
name.
quite
by outside parties and.
a few are being purchased by
i
Spanish-America-

high-schoo- l.

home people.
Commencing last Monday, revival services were conducted at
the School House under the direction of Rev. Massagee, a Bap-

MARCH VZth. 1321.

A

seat. Adds additional beauty to
And the way
the ensemble.
that she arose from the earth,
shouldered aside üuion County
and shoved her lines to the East
and North and pushed Mora
County over west to the middle
of the river and complacently
took her place, among the family
of counties, the youngest and
the fairest of all the sister make
gupDtladi W
Tim
us doubly proud of our new born (Contill fur
American Leirlon New Servio.).
county of Harding. Now if we
can just induce her to refrain WELL KNOWN IN HOME STATE
from trying to maintain a Packard taste on a Flivver income Jotnet T. Duan, Commander of Massa
for the first few years we shall
chusetts Department, Known to
soon have the rest of the state
Many of His Buddies.
turning greea ' with envy, over
James T. Duane, commander oí the
the growth and progress and
department of tha
Massachusetts
development of the new county.
Legton,

LESION

A

letter from Mr

crowd

'

our country must suffer

watch the

for

S--

fullparticu-lars-

.

"

Arthur King is visiting

his-broth-

Ed King andi family.

Mr.;. and, Mrs J.. M.. Beard and.;
family; were Sunday ' guests at
Joe Wright home
Fred' Davis and wife, H. W.
Davis and Lowrey Kimmel were

,;

the Sunday guests at J.' M.' Johnson.

;

:'

'

':

i

"..

.

L'terrary was well attended;
and a good program rendered.
Kangaroo court was enjoyed
Next literary March 18th.
Mr. and Mrs Clyde Hooper
Mr. and" Mrs McCarger, Mr. and
Mrs Williams were Sunday gue
sts at the Ed. King home
The infant son of Mi, and Mrs
E. S; Cameron ' has: been very,
sick with tonsilitis.
Jim and Chas Lard left Saturday for their new home near
by-all-

50,-00-

it

wife were
S.

F. Da
!

TIRES
TIRES

Priced to sell

Goodyear
"Service Station"

ARE
TO
Cakes

IN

RULES
G.

ROY HARNESS SHOP

CAROLINA

SOUTH

Manon, Jr., Elevated to
Department Commander of Legion
in Home" State.
Howard

Although G. Howard Million, Jr., of
Greenville. S. C. commander of the
South Carolina de
partment of the
Legion,
American

PRE-WA- R

PRICES

severely

was

wounded In action,
spent long months
in French, English
and American hospitals and was discharged with dis
ability, he has tak
a prominent
en
n
part in the

deal Bakery &
Confection'y

organ-izntio-

at Liberty Garage

,

i

J. D. Campbell and W. L. Johnson
GUARANTEES
all work on automobiles and anything in gas or electrical

Unes.

of the

Legion and. in civic

We back up our work,80 cents per hour.

affairs of his state.
'Mr'. Malion is now president of the
Young Men's Business
league of
Following his discharge
Greenville.
from the hospital, which did not occur
until April 3, 1920, he was elected
post and
commander of Ids home-towlater department commander of the
Legion.
Having attended the "Citadel" military school, Mr. Mahon developed an

JOHNSON AND CAMPBELL, Roy, New México.

n

GOOD NEWS

interest

material.
touch with market conditions and base our selling
prices accordingly, so you can always buy your building material
from us and know that you are getting a square deal and the
best possible price that the market affords. We carry first class
tock anb buy only from reliable mills and manufacturers.
iceeD in

Our prices have been lowered
from 40 to 60 percent

Olven.

LUMBER, HARDWARE &FUEL

County Surveyor
Land Matters before the Department of the

RELATIONS

American
Legion
representatives
took an activé part in the formation of
d
the.
Veterans' association
in Paris recently. The association is
composed of delegates from the Union
Natlonale des Corabattaijts of France,
the Comrades of the Great War of
Great Britain, the Federation Natlonale des Combattants of Belgium, the
Associazone Natlonale CombattentI of
Italy, Druzlna of
and
the American Legion, f
The primary purpose of the organization is to preserve the cordial relations between the nations associated
in the war on the allied side. As one
means of accomplishing this it Is pro
posed thru the membership card of each
society shall be recognized by the societies in all the nations represented In
Czecho-Slovakl-

I

&.

SURVEYING AND MAPPING

Interior. Cóntésts, etc.

THE TIMES ARE BETTER

Inter-Allie-

3

JRoberts

E. J. H. ROY

Legion Representatives in Attendance
at Recent Formation of Inter.AI-lieVeterans' Association.

announce that we have, again lowe
doors, shingles and all building
and
sash
lumber,
on
price
red our

them.

military affairs at an early

TO HOLD CORDIAL

Wo aro nlpnspd to he ahle to

and while the bottom in lumber prices seems to have been reached you rest assured that any time we see that we can make
further reductions, we will give our costumers the benifit of

In

age. He was In command of the First
118th infantry from the
battalion,
time It was organized until he was
wounded when the Thirtieth division
routed the Boches at Belllcourt.

Lower Lumber Prices

We

.

Tires

We solicit your business and guarantee satisfaction to you or
But we have now explain your money back.
ed to you why we ara sad and
disappointed and not as jolly as
usual, so that as the old lady
said when she murdered her hus
band, "There's one more chore
chored, anyhow".

never raed anything that appealed to us so thoroughly indicative of having come from a grant rr.ir.d. Why, v.e never saw

ty Officers are installed ana

everyone can be? present and tret
acquainted withi those who will
handle the County atiajrs ior
the next 18 months.. The days
will he devoted; to sneaking, ra
ces and all forms of amusements

h

there-sui- t.

We like the Mentiras and have

the day the New Coun

1

pr
have alwaysbeenreasonable
and they always will be. m

ex-sher- iff

given on

BRAND'

gionnaires In1 his
state than any othThe Hawaiih Singers who
er Legion official
He is said to have were to be at the Roy Theatre Regi'aav N. M.
0
met more than
last Wednesday evening missed
service their train connections at Colfax
former
Clem Davis and
resulting
arm,
burned
badly
a
men and women but will give a Musical in Roy the Sunday guestsfrom fighting fire . when their
during the time he
vis home.
later.
house was about to burn down
was head of the
military division ot
is now beginning to improve.
the Massachusetts
Upon their arrival here they
state treasury de
expect to engage in the mercantile business in Mosquero and partment, which liad charge ot the
of the state bonus.
have arranged for the rental of distribution
When Mr. Duane sailed for France
building.
a
division, he was'
with the Twenty-sixta private ; when he returned to AmeriMr. A. II. McGlouthlin, Presi- ca after participation in almost every
was the
dent of the Peco Refining and major offensive of the war, hecompany
of
the
command
in
captain
the
us
that
Co.
tells
Producing
with which he went overseas as a
Kansas City firm .' engaged to private,
lie had ulso served as a battreasury
sell the balance of the
commander for a time during
talion
stock for the purpose of raising the Argoiuie-Meus- e
drive.
funds to put the finishing touMr. Dunne 1ms been a retail salesches to the refinery and lay in man In Massachusetts and New York,
the stock of crude oil are pro- a member of the theatrical profession
gressing nicely and that funds and assistant manager for an electric
will soon be sufficient to allow and gas company. During his career
as a state official, he was In charge of
the company to commence refi- the disbursement of $20,000,000 in
ning operations and place it on gratuities to veterans of the war.
As a member of the state welfare
a dividend paying basis. It is
post activities and state executive
and
a local institution and will mean committees of the Massachusetts dea great deal to the Northeastern partment of the Legion, Mr. Duane
was instrumental in blocking the prov
part of this' state.
mental
posed transfer of
asylum
to
Insane
old
State
patients
the
at Worcester, Mass., and In the establishment of a permanent staff of
teachers In the various Public Health
Service hospitals.

was in
deal of

and a
in
organization will
A
denomina
soon be made by
made
services.
Hon: E. F. Gallegos, prominent politician and stockman of
Cfallegos was a business visitor
in the county seat last week,
going from here to Santa Fe
where he will consult with the
Republican State Central Committee in regard to appointme
nts for the different political
positions that are soon to be filled by the Republicans.
Mr. Andres G. Trujillo,
of Mora County, made
a business trip to Santa Fe, Saturday of last week. Mr Trujillo made an excelent sheriff
mentioned
and is prominently
by a large number of people as
likely to be appointed to the
same position by the Governor
Mochem when he names the
hit of officers for our new Coun
ty of Harding.
Should the "Mentiras" lack
their usual brilliance of thought
and expression, sparkling wit
and humor and flowing flowering ideas you may safely attribute it to a great disappoint-mn- t
that we have just suffered.
We thought that our work, had
iittracted national attention. We
felt sure that it had been received favorable, and that we
would be invited in to the Harding Cabinet, where our great
ability would be better appreciated, but it seems that the
notion is to be denied the benefit of one of the great minds.
We thought that a fighting man
would be approporiate for Secretary of War and as we have
been married sixten years we
have had over fifteen years acWe
tual experience in war.
would have made an ideal Secretary of War. Our mind has
eady been trained to "Go along
ith another's and we could eas-i- !
have made it travel along
with Mr. Harding's. But jeal-o- u
neighbors "Knocked" us and

-

father-in-law-M-

SPECIAL PRICES
large
NOT NECESSARY
great
attendance
the meetings.
interest taken
Sell our Bread. Pies,
permanent
this
for and
tion and arrangement
Pastries Our
regular
A

I." A. Dyke

r.
of Virginia, to his
E. L. Fuller states that they
expet to leave there in time to
arrive in Mosquero by the ,16th,
Mr. Dyke, who suffers from

tist Minister ' during the entire
week.

American
Is perhaps better
known to the Le-

The New County Seat Cele
bration which was to be pulled
off at Mosquero. nextWednesday
has been postponed until June
when thev will:: give a two day
celebration an di everyone in the
New County wilF be invited.
Mosquero expects to make this
a "Red letter Day" and have
already begun making- plans for
the celebration. The uncertain
ty of the weatMer was the rea
son of the change of dates and
then too the celebration! can be

YOUR CALVES WILL BE WORTH MONEY
SAVE THEM BY USING
"PURITY GERM FREE VACCINE"

Agent.
MILTON FLOERSHEIM.
' Rov. New Mexico.

'

a

the association.
The delegates who attended the
Paris conference have been instructed
to report bntk to their respective organizations the details of the amalgamation. Paris was merely the starting
point, from which veterans of the
World war may form their own League
of Nations.
The committee which represented
the American Legion at the Paris conference included Cabot Ward and Arthur W. Kipling of Paris Post No.l;
Norman C. Coster, department adjutant of France ; E. Sadler and W. H. A.
Coleman of London post; Edmcnd I..
Gros, George A. Dunagin and E.
Seüsmuú.

W . R. Copien,

V ice President
9 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN

ABSTRACT AND COUNTY
WORK.

Philip N. Sanchez, Secretary
9 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN
TAXES AND COUNTY
WORK.

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY
INCORPORATED.

Complete indexes to all lands.
ABSTRACTS
'

compiled to all lands in Mora County.
of parties living outside of state attended to.
INFORMATION famished of assessments, faxes, etc.
CERTIFIED
copies of any recorded instruments furnished.
attended to, Deeds, Mortgages, etc.
NOTARY WORK of all kinds executed.

TaxTs

f

.

All matters entrusted to its dispatched with
PROMPTNESS and ACCURACY, at
verxj reasonable charrjes.
VC.

CUSINESS SOLICITED

'

THI

D)IEWiViCfi
II.
PKG.- - FANCY
HIIKAKFAST
COCOA, you pay retail 13.00, our
b.
pkg. Special Aftr
price J1.50;
.winner coiree others charire you J2.40,
our price Í1.85. Delivered free any
6-- 1.

where in the United States. Send for
our Wholesale Week y Price List and
save from twenty to forty per cent.
Wholesale Supply Co.
ftockK rower
St., P. O. Box. 1442, Denver.

HOME OF THE COLE
THE BEST
CARS,
ALWAYS

ttrile

BROADWAY

Mrs.

SHELL EYE
GLASSES COMPLETE
WITH LARGE SPHERICAL
LENSES

rje nr

P0.3

TOIIIC OPTICAL CO., 1515 Stout St.

GKUND

CLEANING Garments
ayea any color.
work
given prompt attention. Twenty-thre- e
years' satisfactory service.
Grand
Building, Seventeenth and Logan M.
DKY

Uut-of-to-

SHOES REPAIRED Zk
i

prlrs.

In U. 8.
t Denttr
reiurma our oipense.
TORY,
YELLOW
FRONT,
wtwrt

A Wyoming Cate

Information.

12

CO

Is your back giving out? Are you
tortured with backache and stabbing
pains? Does any exertion leave you
'all played out?'' Feel you just can't
keep going? Likely your kidneys are
to blame, Overwork, colds, hurry and
worry tend to weaken the kidneys.
Backache is often the first warning.
Headache and dizziness may come, too,
and annoying kidney irregularities. Help
the kidneys with Doan't Kidney Pills
the remedy recommended by thousands. Ask your neighbor

USED

IN

(or Cumplen

Lib

ay Mail.

Bay

HELP THAT ACHING BACK!

easier

REPAIR FACCHAMPA STREET.

SHOE

830 Sumner
St., Sheridan, Wyo.,
says: "I had an attack of kidney
trouble. My kid
neys acted, irregularly and my back
became lame and
sore.
I had lumbago and sharp
pains
darted
throuarh mv back.
Others of my family had had good
results from Doan's Kidney Pills. I
tried them and one box of Doan's
- cured me."
r r- Ct Doan't at Any Stan, 60e Bos

é'M

!

D OAN S

Vvuum

FOSTER -- MILBURN CO., BUFFALO, N. Y.

COMPANY,
Dixceentn street, Denver, Colorado.
BKAIJTY an asset to all women. When
in Denver, cul at Charles Hair and
eauiy snop, 41Ü 16th St., Denver, Colo.

Bad Stomach

VfT IO

ANO

KODAK

rhot

OMHf

KASTMAN KODAK
oso

FINISHING.
Matirltli Company.

PRATT'S COSTUMERS
Masquerade.
Theatrical.
aiasm.
Mail unten ollcited.
829 10lh St..

HAIR GOODS
den solicited.

Win,
center

JEWESS

Caitille'i Hair Stent, 826 15in St.. Oennr.

AGENTS wanted in every town and city
ir Oolo., Wyo. and New Mex. Samples
iiee; Dig commissions. Write for Information. Woodward' Products Mfgr. Co.

Sends Her Jo Dcd
jorlOvlVlonths

Eatonlo Gets Her Up t
1

"Over a year ago," says Mrs. Dora
"I took to bed and for 10
not think I would Uve.
did
months
FLOWKKS KOK ALL OCCASIONS
Eatonlc helped me so much I am now
Park Floral Co., 1643 Broadway.
up and able to work. I recommend it
BKAIJTY PARLORS. Hair Goods by highly for stomach trouble."
man. luiuiconc Mart Co., 721 15th St
Eatonlc helps people to get well by
N
JEWELRY CO. Dia taking up and carrying out the excess
monds, watcnes, silverware. Out town acidity and gases that put the stomach
orders careful attention Est. 1873.
out of order. If you' have indigestion,
WALL PAPER, Wholesale: sample book fur sourness, heartburn, belching, food reDlsM fret. GUIS? BROS., 1435 COURT PLACE.
peating, or other stomach distress take
an Eatonlc after each meal. Biz box
AUTO TOPS. Side and back curtains
costs only a trifle with your druggist's
Mail orders. C. P. Bliss, 1351 Court PI
guarantee.
Williams,

BOHM-ALLR-
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To Plant Mine With Plane.
Washington.
A new method
of
planting mine fields, involving the use
of aircraft and a special type of mine
equipped with a parachute, has been
the subject of recent experiments con
ducted by the navy in Chesapeake bay,
it was learned here. The mine used is
the Invention of Charles Kee, mechanical engineer, of Portsmouth, Va. The
mechanism consists of thé mine, anchor, cable and silk parachute. Large
numbers of air planes, each carrying
a number of the mines, can be sent
over the area to be mined and the devices dropped at regular intervals.
The parachute eases the descent to the
exact spot selected and the instant the
mine hits the water the parachute Is
detached and floats away to sink later.
Will 8ee Twin Beds.
Chicago. "Kismet" is not the kind
of moving picture which children of
Wlnnetka, a north shore suburb,
should be allowed to see, is the conclusion of the managers of the community house In that suburb. "The com
munity bouse tries to provide pictures

Ask your Neighbor
Leavenworth,
run-dow-

eases.

next door

neighbor

rec-

ommended

Pierce's
Favorite Prescription because she. had
it with
A
r m' taken
fine results. I
decided to
VX- .I Til
i
'
take it. and
after taking two bottles of the medicine I was entirely well, I felt like
new life. It Is surely a fine medicine." MISS FRANCES O.
772 Seneca St.
Dr.

M

LIEN-HARD-

Send 10 cents to Dr. Pierce's Invalids' Hotel in Buffalo, N. Y., for a
trial package, and write for free confidential medical advice.

you
know
why
Do

that are Interesting, educational and
good for the young mind," explained
the Rev. L. W. F. Davles, director of
the Institution. "What picture will
take the place of Kismet?" he was
asked. "Well, let's see," he mused. "I
cannot think of the title just now It's
er oh, yes! They call It 'Twin
Beds.'

Kans.-r-- "I
was. all
from a complication, of dis- My

n

tobaeoo flavor.

Ford, Railroad President.
Detroit. Henry Ford has been elected president of the Detroit, Toledo &
Ironton railroad at a meeting of directors of the road, to succeed Joseph A.
Gordon, who remains on the board of
directors, It was announced at the railroad's offices. Control of the road
was assumed by the Ford interests
last autumn.
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Jest Drives Boy Insane.
Chicago. The jest of jail companions who tpld him burglary was a
hanging offense, was held responsible
for driving Joseph Zeman,
Just as Bad.
prisoner held for burglary, to the InArt Critic "Have you ever been
sane asylum. When he was arrested done In oil T Vanderlop "No; but I
several months ago, he was sane, ac- have In steel common."
cording to jail authorities. When jail
inmates told him he could be hanged HEAD
STUFFED FROM
for burglary, he became Insane, acCATARRH OR A COLD
cording to physicians.
Chihuahua to Vote on Prohibition.
El Paso, Texas. A general election
March 27 is to decide whether or not
the state of Chihuahua, Mexico, will
go dry, according to a reported decision of the State Legislature at Chihuahua City. The report, which has
just been received In Juarez, stated
that for the first time In Mexican history women will be allowed to vote.

Electoral Vote Construed as Directing
Continued Policy of
In World Affair
Tariff

Readjustment.
Washington,
4. President
March
Harding's Inaugural address, delivered
today, was substantially as follows

Bays Cream Applied in Nostrils Opens
Air Passages Right Up.

Sonreme Task Hefor Nation.
Our supreme task Is the resumption
or our onward, normal way. Recon
structlon, readjustment,
restoration-- all
these must follow. I would like to
hasten them, to lighten the spirit and
add to the resolution with which we
take up the task. Let me repeat for
our nation, we shall give no people
Just cause to make war upon us, we
hold no national prejudices, we entertain no spirit of revenge, we do not
hate, we do not covet, we dream of no
conquest nor boast of armed Drowess.
If, despite this attitude, war Is again
forced upon us. I earnestly hope a way
may be found which will unify our in
dividual and collective strength and
consecrate an America, materially and
spiritually, body and soul, to national
defense. There Is something Inherently wrong, something out of accord
with the Ideals of - representative democracy, when one portion of our citizenship turns Its activities to private
gain amid defensive war while another
is fighting, sacrificing or dying for
national preservation.
A regret for the mistakes of Tester
day must not, however, blind us to the
tasks of today. War never left such
an aftermath.
Discouraging Indebtedness confronts us like all the war-tor- n
nations, and these obligations
must be provided fori No civilization
can survive repudiation.
We can reduce the abnormal expenditures, and
we will. We can strike at war taxa
tion, and we must. Our most dangerous
tendency is to expect too much of gov
ernment. and at the same time do for
It too ll.ttle. We need a rigid and yet
sane economy, combined with fiscal
Justice, and It must be attended by
individual prudence and thrift, which
are so essential to this trying; hour,
ana reassuring tor the future.
Tank of Readjustment.
The business world reflects the dls
turbance. of war's reaction. The .economic mechanism
Is intricate and its
parts interdependent, and It has sur
fered the shocks and Jars incident to
abnormal demands, credit inflations
and price upheavals.
We must seek
the readjustment with care and courage. Perhaps we never shall know the
old levels of wage again, because war
invariably
readjusts compensations
and the necessaries of life will show
their Inseparable relationship, but we
must strike for normalcy to reach
stability.
All the penalties will not
be light, nor evenly distribute
There
is no instant step from disorder to order. No altered system will work a
miracle.
Outlines Party's Pro nram.
The call is for productive America
to go on. I speak for administrative
efficiency, for lightening tax burdens,
for sound commercial practices, for
adequate credit facilities, for sympathetic concern for all agricultural problems, for the omission of unnecessary
Interference of government with busi
ness, for an end to governments ex
periment In business, and for more
efficient business in government aa
ministration.
Duty Before Women Voters.
With the nation-wid- e
induction of worn
anhood Into our political life we may
count upon her Intuitions, her refine
ment, her intelligence and her influence
to exalt the social order. We count upon
her exercise of the full privileges and the
performance of the duties of citizenship
to speed the attainment of the highest
state.
Revolutionists Warned.
If revolution Insists upon overturning
established order, let other peoples make
the tragic experiment. There is no place
for It in America.
When world war
threatened civilization we pledged our resources and our lives to Its preservation,
and when revolution threatens we unfurl
the flag of law and order and renew our
consecration. Ours is a constitutional
freedom where the popular will Is the
law supreme and minorities are sacredly
protected. Our revisions, reformations
and evolutions reflect a deliberate ludg
ment and an orderly progress, and we
mean to cure our ills, but never destroy
or permit destruction Dy torce.

My Countrymen When one surveys tñe
wona aoout mm alter the treat storm
Doting; the marks ot destruction and yet
rejoicing in the rurgedneas ot the things
which withstood It, If he Is an American
he breathes the clarified atmosphere with
a strange mingling ot regret and new
hop. We have seen a world ot passion
spend its fury, but we contemplate our
republic unshaken, and hold our civilisation secure. Liberty liberty within the
law and civilisation are Inseparable, and
though both were threatened, we find
them now secure and threre come to
Americans the profound assurance that
oun representative government Is the
(lignesi expression and surest guaranty
of both.
Standing In this presence mindful of
the solemnity ot this occasion, feeling the
emotions which no one may know until
he senses the great weight of responsibility for himself, I must utter my belief In
the divine Inspiration of the founding
miners. Bureiy mere must nave been
God's Intent in the making of this new
world republic. Ours is an organic law
which had but one ambiguity and we saw
that effaced in a baptism of sacrifice and
blood, with union maintained, the nation
supreme and its concord Inspiring. We
have seen the world rivet Its hopeful gaze
on the great truths on which the founders wrought We have seen civil, human
and religious liberty verified and glorified.
In the beginning, the world scoffed at our
experiment, today our foundations of no.
litical and social belief stand unshaken, a
precious in Hernanes to ourselves, an in
spiring example of freedom and civilization to all mankind. Let us exDress re.
newed and strengthened
devotion,
In
grateful reverence for the Immortal beginning, and utter our confidence in the
supreme luinument.
No Entanglement With Old World.
The recorded progress of our republic,
materially and snlrltuallv. in Itself nrovxa
the wisdom of the Inherited policy of non- invuivemeni in oia woria anairs. conn-deof our ability to work out our own
destiny, and Jealously guarding our right
To do so, we seek no part In directing the
destinies of the old world. We do not
mean to be entangled. We will accept
no responsiDiuiy except as our own conscience and judgment. In each Instance,
may determine.
Our eyes never will be blind to a
developing menace, our ears never deaf
to the call of civilization.
We recognize the new order of the world, with
the closer contacts which progress has
wrought We sense the call of the
human heart for fellowship, fraternity
and
We crave fellow-hl- i,
and harbor no hate. But America, our America, the America (rullded
on the foundation laid by the inspired
fathers, can be a party to no permanent military alliance. It can enter
into no political commitments nor assume any economic obligations which
will subject our devlslons to any other
than our own authority.
Will Associate la Counsel.
We are ready to associate ourselves
with the nations of the world, great
and small, for conference, for counsel,
to seek the expressed views of world
opinion, to recommend a way to approximate a disarmament and relieve
the crushing burdens of military and
naval establishments.
We elect to participate In suggesting plans for mediation, conciliation and arbitration, and
would gladly Join In that expressed
conscience of progress which seeks to
olarlfy and write the laws of international relationship, and establtsh a
world court, for the disposition of such
justiciable questions as nations are
agreed to submit thereto, but every
commitment must be made in the exercise of our national sovereingty.
Since freedom impelled, and Independence Inspired, and nationality exalted,
a world
Is contrary
to everything we cherish, and can have
no sanction by our republic. This Is
not selfishness, it Is sanctity.
It Is
not aloofness, it Is security. It Is not
suspicion of others, It Is patriotic
adherence to the things which made
us what we are.
W have come to a new realization of
our place in the world and a new appraisal of our nation by the world. The unselfishness of these United States is a
thing proven. Our devotion to peace for
ourselves and for the world la well established. Our concern for preserved civilization has had Its Impassioned and heroic
expression. There was no American failure to resist the attempted reversion of
civilization. There will be no failure today or tomorrow.
Declares Nation Has Spoken.
The success of our' popular government
rests wholly upon the correct Interpretation of the deliberate, Intelligent, dependable popular will of America. In a deliberate questioning of a suggested change
of national policy, where lnternationality
was to supersede nationality, we turned
to a referendum of the American people.
There was ample discussion, and there Is
a republic mandate In manifest under
standing.
America Is ready to encourage, eager to
initiate, anxious to participate in any
seemly program likely to lessen the probability of war and promote that brotherhood of mankind which must be Qod's
highest conception of human relationship.
We aspire to a high place in the moral
leadership of civilization; and we hold a
maintained America, the proven republic,
the unshaken , temDle of reoresantative
democracy, to be not only an inspiration
and example, but the highest agency of
strengthening good will and promoting
accord on both continents.
Mankind needs a world-wid- e
benediction
of understanding. It Is needed among individuals, among peoples, among governments, and it will Inaugurate an era of
good feeling to mark the birth of a new
order.
United States as an Object Lesson.
We must understand the ties of trade
bind nations in closest intimacy, and none
may receive except as he gives. In the
new order of finance and trade we mean
to promote enlarged activities and seek
expanded confidence.
PerLaps we can make no more helpful
contribution by example than a republic's
capacity to emerge from the wreckage of
war. While the world's embittered travail
did not leave us devastated lands nor desolated cities, left no gaping wounds, no
breast filled with hate, It did Involve us
In the delirium of expenditures. In ex
panded currency and credits, In unbalanced industry, In unspeakable waste and
aisiurnea reiationsnips. wnue it uncov- -

kets open to the world, maintain Ameri
can standards or living and opportunity,
and hold our Industrial eminence In such
unequal competition. Today, as never before, when peoples are seeking trade
restoration and expansion, we must
our tariffs to the new order. We
seek participation in the world's ex- cnanges, because tnerein lies our way to
widened influence and the triumphs of
peace, we know fun wen we cannot sen
where we do not buy, and we cannot sell
successfully where we do not carry. Opportunity is calling not alone for the
restoration, but for a new era in produc
tion, transportation and trade, we shall
answer it best by meeting the demand
of a surpassing home market, by pro
In production and by
motlng
bidding enterprise, genius and efficiency
to carry our cargoes in American bot
toms to tne marts or tne worm.
America's Highest Ideals.
We should not have an America llv
ing within and for herself alone, but
we would have her
inde
pendent and ever nobler, stronger as4
our
Believing
nigner
standin
richer.
ards, reared through constitutional
liberty and maintained opportunity,
we Invite the world to the same
height. But pride in things wrought
Is no reflex of a completed task. Com
mon welfare Is the goal of our national
endeavor. Wealth is not inimical to
welfare. It ought to be Its friendliest
agency. There never can be equality
of rewards or possessions so long as
the numan plan contains varied talents
and differing degrees of Industry and
thrift but ours ought to be a country
free from great blotches of distressed
poverty. We ought to find a way to
guard against the perils and penalties
of unemployment.
We want an Amer
ica of homes, Illumined with hope and
happiness, where mothers, treed from
the necessity for long hours of toil be
yond their own doors, may preside as
befits the hearthstone of American citizenship.
Solemn Pledge to the People.
Service is the supreme commitment
of life. I would rejoice to acclaim the
era of the Golden Rule and crown It
with the autocracy of service. I pledge
an administration wherein all the agen
cies of government are called to serve.
and ever promote an understanding of
government purely as an expression of
the popular will.
One cannot stand in this presence
and he unmindful of the tremendous
responsibility.
The world upheaval
has added heavily to our tasks, but
with the realization comes the surge
of high resolve, and there Is reassurn
destiny
ance In belief In the
of our republic. If I felt that there
is to be sole responsibility In the exec
utive for the America of tomorrow, l
should shrink from the burden. But
here are a hundred millions, with com
mon concern and shared responsibility,
answerable to God and country. The
republic summons them to their duty
and I invite
I accept my part with single mtnded- jiess of purpose and humility of spirit
and implore tne favor ana guidance or
Ood In His Heaven. With these I am
unafraid, and confidently face the future.
I have taken the solemn oath of
office on that passage of holy writ
wherein it Is asked: "What doth the
Lord require of thee but to do Justly,
and to love mercy, and to walk humbly with thy God." This I pledge to
Ood and country.

auguration.

Some committee members do not believe it wise in view of the difficulties which Nhave attended the Fordney
emergency tariff to attempt the enactment of a second temporary measure,
which Mr. Fordney has proposed as
a stop-gatariff law. They fear that
even though the program to which
Mr. Harding's approval was given may
be broader than the last emergency
tariff, attempts might be made to
change It In some particulars and the
bill would suffer the same delay the
Fordney bill encountered.
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President's Inaugural Address
Deals Chiefly With Re-

ACCEPTS MANDATE OF PEOPLE
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ered our portion of hateful selfishness at
home, it also revealed the heart of America as sound and fearless and beating in
conuuence uniaiung.
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SPANISH-AMERICA-

Instant relief no waiting.
lour
clogged nostrils open right up ; the air
passages of your head clear and yod
can breathe freely. No more hawking,
snuffling, blowing, headache, dryness.
Mo struggling for breath at night;
your cold or catarrh disappears.
Get a small bottle of Ely's Cream
Balm from your druggist now. Apply
Oldest Mason Celebrates,
a little of this fragrant, antiseptic
Breckenridge, Mo. Dr. Joseph Sinhealing cream In your nostrils. It penger Halstead, the oldest living Mason etrates through every air passage of
in America, celebrated his 103d birth- the head, soothes the Inflamed or
day here.1 The town declared a public swollen mucous membrane and relief
holiday in honor of the event.
comes Instantly.
It's just tine. Don't stay stu (Ted-uDawson, Y. T. Tales of an oil well with a cold or nasty catarrh.-Adv- .
WILL SEEK HARDING'S VIEWS
which produces 1,500 barrels a day and
Requirements.
shot oil 100 feet into the air before It
"It requires dollars to get into the Republican Member of House Ways
was capped were brought from Fort
and Means Committee Plan In.
fast
set"
pomounted
by
MaePherson
Canadian
terview With President
It."
keep
sense
out
of
to
"And
trip to the
lice who made a
mouth of the Mackenzie river. Fort
Washington.
Indicative of a return
Norman is on the Mackeuzle river
to the old order of White House con
leaders,
about 400 miles south of the Arctic
ferences with congressional
ocean and 500 miles east of the AlasRepublican members of the house
ways and means committee have dekan border. The Information was concided to seek an Interview with Presi
tained In letters received at MaePherdent-eleHarding soon after his In
son while the patrol was stopping
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Tariff Readjustment.
It has been proved again and again
that we cannot while throwing our mar
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Altoona, Pa.

Mrs.
Hillston,

anssen'a experience
JWis.want to give

of interest to childless wives.

you a word of praise for your wonderful
medicine. We are fond of children, and for a considerable time after we
were married I feared I would not have any. I began taking Lydia E.
's
Vegetable Compound, and it strengthened me so I now have a nice,
strong, healthy baby girl. I suffered very little at childbirth, and I give all
the credit to your medicine, and shall always recommend it highly.
Mrs.
H. H. Janssen, Millston, Wis.
-1

Pink-ham-

Mrs. Held of Marinette, Wis., adds her testimonial for Lydia E.
PInkham's Vegetable Compound. She says:
Marinette, Wis. "I was in a nervous condition and very irregular. My

doctor advised an operation.
My husband brought me one of your booklet
and asked me to try Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. It overcame
my weakness so that I now have a healthy baby girl after having been married nine years. I am glad to recommend your medicine, and you may use my
letter as a testimonial?' Mrs. H. 8. Held, 330 Jefferson St, Marinette, Wis.
There are many, many such homes that were once childless, and are now
blessed with healthy, happy children because Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound has restored the mother to a strong and healthy condition, as it
acts asa natural restorative for ailments as indicated by backache, irregularities, displacements, weakness and nervousness.
Women everywhere should remember that most of the commoner ailments
of women are not the surgical ones they are not caused by serious displacements or growths, although the symptoms may be the same, and that is why
so many apparently serious ailments readily yield to Lydia E, Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound, as it acts as a natural restorative. It can be taken
with perfect safety and often prevents serious troubles.
Therefore if you know of any woman who is suffering and has been unable
to secure relief and is' regretfully looking forward to a childless old age, ask
her to try Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, as it has brought health
and happiness into so many homes once darkened by illness and despair.

Lydia E. Pinkham's Private
k
upon "Ailments
Peculiar to Women " will be sent to you free upon request. Write
to The Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn, Massachusetts.
This book contains valuable information.
Text-Boo-
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If
JfPILItS

Take a good dose of Carter's little liver
PUIs then take 2 or 3 for a few nights after.
They cleanse your system of all waste matter
and Regulate Your Bowels. Mild as easy to
take as SUgar. Genuine httttnabtTtyS
Small RIL Small Dose. Small Price.

Though He's Probably Forgotten.
When a Feller Needs a Friend.
After a woman' captures a man and
Aristocratic Aunt (to small nephew
leads him away from the altar she from the country playing In the snow)
spends the rest of her life trying to
Please remember, Theodore, while
find out the name of the first girl he you are visiting us, that it will be
kissed. Toledo Blade.
unnecessary for you to make your
own snowmen. What are the servants
RUB OUT SORENESS,
for? Passing Show, London.
SPRAINS, BACKACHE WITH
OLD ST. JACOBS OIL W0MEN1 USE "DIAMOND DYES"
Back hurt you? Can't straighten up
without feeling sudden pnins, sharp
aches and twinges? Now, listen That's
lumbago, sciatica, or maybe from a
strain, and you'll get blessed relief the
moment you rub your back with sooth
ing, penetrating "St. Jacobs Oil I"
Nothing else takes out soreness, lame
ness and stiffness so quickly. You
simply rub it on and out comes the
pain. It Is perfectly harmless and
doesn't burn or discolor the skin.
Limber upt Don't suffer! Get a
small trial bottle from any drug store,
and after using It just once you'll forget that you ever had backache, lumbago or sciatica, because your back
will never hurt or cause any more misery. It never disappoints and has been
recommended for CO years. Stop drugThey don't cause backging kidneys
ache, because they have no nerves,
therefore can not cause pain. Adv.

Oye

1

Old Skirts, Dresses, Waists,
Coats, Stockings, Draperies
Everything.

Each package of "Diamond Dvea"
contains easy directions for dyeing any
article of wool, silk, cotton, linen, or
mixed goods.
Beware I Poor dye
streaks, spots, fades, and cuius material by giving It a "dyed-look.- "
Buy
"Diamond Dyes" only. Druggist has
Color Card.

Adv.

Rather Mixed.
"What Is his walk in life?"
"He is demonstrator for a new

auto-

mobile."

Freshen a Heavy Skin
With the antiseptic, fascinating Cutl-cur- a
Talcum Powder, an exquisitely
scented convenient, economical face,
skin, baby and dusting powder and
perfume. Renders other perfumes superfluous. One of the Cutlcura Toilet
and Trio (Soap, Ointment, Talcum). Adv.

1
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"I

Altoona, Pa.
am writ-In-g
to tell you what Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has done for me. We
had six children die almost at
birth. From one hour to nineteen days is all they have
lived. Before my next one
was born I took a dozen bot-

tles of your Vegetable Compound, and I can say that it is
the greatest medicina on
earth, for this baby is now
four months old, and a
healthier baby you would not
want I am sending you a
picture of her. Everybody
says 'That is a very healthy
looking baby.' You have my
consent to show these few
lines to anybody."
Mrs.
C. W. Benz, 131 3rd Avenue,

ft.
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Children's Laughter a Pleasing Sound
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DARLING

Indispensable Things.
The wonderful new inventions
conveniences are fine, but the world
cannot get along without such indisthings as kindpensable
ness, courtesy and hands held out to
help.

V

Few Worth Listening To.
e
"What's a
man, pa?"
"Usually a bore when he starts
ing about It." Boston Transcript.
self-mad-

Cold With
Kill That
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CASCARA

FCQUININE

FOR

'ANT

Colds, Conghi

La Grippe
I'M:--

Neglected Colds

are Dangerous

Tak no chancas Kaep this standard remedy bandy for the first snaan.
Breaks up a cold in 24 hours Relieves
Grippe in 3 days Excellent for Headache
Quinine In this form does not affect the head Cascara is beat Tonic
'
Laxative No Opiate In Hill's.

ALL DRUGGISTS SELL
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A Home Bank For Hpme People

'

V.

worry and brings

A bank account drives away

v

comfort.

It is the

beacon light; pointing out the

pathway to peaceful old age.

One dollar will

start an account at our bank.

BANK OF ROY
Capital and,'
Surplus '

Ray Busey of the J. E. Busey
Co. from all reports has made a
cleaning for the past two weeks
with De Laval Dairy Supplies,
having sold three milker outfits
eight cream separators and a
few milk clarifiers. Most of
this business was stirred up
around Miami and Las Vegas.
Busey; believes in going after
the business and he usually
get3 it when he goes out. Clarence T. Baker, special representative for the De Laval Company was with him on the trip.
Ray is conducting a special
campaign for the furtherance
of dairy farming all over the
northeast part of the state and
we shall say that we are heartily
in favor of it. If more farmers
here would put in a small bunch
of milch cows there would , be
more ready money for them to
pay running- - expenses of . the
farm. The Busey Company is
starting
on a special
silo campaign offering to in
stall silos on a very small payv

D. W. West of Hutchinson
Kansas who has been visiting
friends and attending to busi
ness in and near Roy the past
iew weeks returned home Tues
day. We would not be surprised
to see Dennis and family move

back to Roy before long.

Master Luis Waters who is
attending school at Springer
was visiting his parents in Roy
Saturday and Sunday.
Mrs. Helen Duchanois spent a
few days the first olthe week
with her father R. E. Alldredge
in Roy from, her home at Taylor

Springs.
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WAGNER NEWS
NOTICE OF SALE OF
SCHOOL BONDS OF SCHOOL '. Wheat is looking fine in this
DISTRÍCT NO 1, OF THE CO. vicinity and the fine warm wéa
OF MORA, STATE OE N.MEX. ther which we are having is
causing it to look still better.
Wendland is working the
NOTICE is hereby given, that I, Chris
Blue Chevrolet over, but to his
the undersigned Treasurer.of the sorrow it only ran smoothly for
County of Mora, of the State of a few days when it stripped the
New Mexico, will offer for sale gears and he has it all to do
and sell, at the Town of Mora, over again. '
Rev. O. W. Hearn, Chas
Mora County, New Mexico, on
Depew
and Ben Grunig and fa
day
of March A.D. 1921,
the 28th
spent
Sunday at the L. E.
mily
Ten (10) Negotiable Bonds of
Deubler home; all enjoyed the
the Denomination
of FÍVE Sunday dinner which is always
HUNDRED ($500.00) DOLLARS prepared for the preacher.
each, of School District No. 1, , Mr. and Mrs, Wendland were
of the County of Mora, of the geusts of the Fluhmans last
State of New Mexice, Said bonds Sunday.
Carl Wisdorfer is breaking
to become due not less than Twenty (20) nor more than Thirty sod this week.
B. G. Grunig is breaking sod
(30) years after date, and rede
Minnie Rhyne this week.
for
emable at the pleasure of the
Joe Allen and family of
School Directors of School
were Sunday guests of the
of the County of Mora, Kennard family last Sunday.
of the State of New Mexico, at The small son of Mr. and Mrs.
any time after Ten 10 years Weisdorfer has been suffering
from the date of said bonds. Said with the mumps and is now
over with them and able to be
bonds shall bear interest at the
up and around.
rate of Six (6pct.) percent per
Ed. and Emil Weisdorfer and
annum, interest payable semi families were at the John Weis
annually at the office of the
dorfer home the first of the
Mora County, New week and helped butcher a fine
Mexico, in the Town of Mora, beef.
New Mexico, said bonds will be Chas Depew made a business
trip to Solano Tuesday.
sold to the highest bidder thereJohnnie Weisdorfer and famifor, for cash. Provided however, ly were Sunday visitors at the
;annot accept Kennards home.
said Treasure,
any bids for said bonds which
Mrs. 15. G. Grunig spent
is less than Ninety (90) cents Thursday of last week with Mrs.
R. C. Grunig,
on the Dollar
Dist-rictNo-

$36,000.00

Paul Westphal and family
who moved to California about
one year ago returned to New
Mexico last week arid will try
farming again. We knew when
Paul left that he would soon
come back for they all do.

SPANISH-AMERICA-

.

..

'.

k

NOW IS THE TIME TO
BUY ONE.

BEGK MOTOR
COMPANY
Roy, New Mexico

FORD OWNERS
Best grade mohair top
There are several horses runonly
Don R. Casados Treasurer of ning loose and are becoming cover foivtouring cars
guaranteed
to
fit
$11.50:
a nuisance in this community so
Mora County New Mexico.
defy
We
mail
or
please.
and
it would be much appreciated if
the owner would take them der competiton on these
home for a few days at least tops.
give the. people a rest from
and
125
320
acres
acres;
PIONEER GARAGE
For sale,
them.
'
good
well;
MOSQUERO
NEW MEX.
in wheat,
house and

Geo E. Cochrane
THE
AUCTIONEER
Mills, N.M.
Dates at this office.

Nathan Beabout and family
CREAM SEPARATORS
Joe Ballard shipped a car of
who lived here a while last fall
but later moved to Mince, Okla. cattle to Oklahoma City last De Laval and Primrose, a yeara
have returned to Roy and will week. He reports a fair market time to pay, ask the clerk.
Roy Trading Company
make their future home here. for his cattle.
,

.,

R. E. ; Alldredge has been

at-

Ameridan office.

tending to business matters in
Trinidad and El Paso the past
few days, for the Floersheim

:

u

i:
FOR SALE
Mercantile Company.
Hatching eggs. English Barren
S.C.W. Legorns. Heavy laying
CREAM SEPARATORS
per 100.
ment and let the buyer finish
De Laval and Primrose years strain. $1 per 15: $6
paying in fall payments.. A silo
A.
Brooks
N.
time to pay. ask the clerk.
of some size should be on every
Mosquero N. M
Roy Trading Company
.
farm on the Mesa.
this-wee-

?:.Roy,N. M

Tre-assure- of

--

ch

O.B.

.l,

Doctor Plumlee who has been
in Denver, for the past several all fenced and crossfenced.
weeks in the interest of the Wheat and all goes for $10,000
Laboratories of if taken soon; want part cash,
this place returned home Saturday. The Doctor is well pleased will give 5 years on balance at
with his visit and reports' much 7 percent from date. Only 4 and
encouragement for the new con- - one half miles of Roy; this is a
corn.
bargain. Enquire at the Spanish

Pyro-Resear-

FOR SON

Groceries

irrocenes

:

THAT'S WHAT WE SELL

Fairview Pharmacy
As the prices go down on the market we fio down
with our prices so you are always assured of buying
your uroceries ai me very lowest prices wnen you

The Roy Drug Store

trade with us.

A complete line of;

We always pay the highest market prices fór pro'
duce and cream.

Drugs," Patent and Propriety Medicenes, Perfumes, Toilet Articles
and Stationery, Flashlights and Batteries, Candies,' Cigars and Tobaccos
Okeh Records, Kodaks and Eastman supplies.
,

UP

TO-ÜAT-

Get in the habit of making our store your headquarters when in town and you will never regret it.

E

SODAFOUNTAIN
All

the Popular Drinks and Ices. Hot Drinks in

News stand,

All

set--en-

.

WATCH THIS SPACE EVERY WEEK.

the latest Magazines and Uily papen.

S. E. PAXTON GROCERY CO.

ESTABLISHED 1908

"A Square Deal Every Day"

Dr. M. D. Gibbs
(Proprietor.)
y

By Charles Sughroc

MICKIE, THE PRINTER'S DEVIL
VA)E UAUDXWAES
NOfcOÜV'LÍ. HAVE AW
KK&V4EN AYÍ VU. LOSE MS
00& AW
VJL
"CO

SrA-A-MW-

AVY

WcMccn

OUST fcECAOSE VJE fmtkU.M

GOY

Them's Our Sentiments Too, Boss!

Newipapef Union

r VERsemuM
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uuv vug

UEV4 VKN SOWA
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ARB ON TUE fcWUK O? AM ERA
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